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THE HOT NEW LUCY

San Diego's 1)1en'_t 3/!-d v.-.9men's crew leams-ro,wed shells
that bore the names Paul
Whittier and !,ucy Whittier,
respectively, in the Crew
Classic at Mission Bay. When
both teams won the classic's
big prizes, the California Cup
(cups are awarded to each
team), wealthy benefactor
Paul Whittier turned to USD
President Author Hughes and

offered to donate yet another
rowing shell Lo Lhe USO
armada.
The new shell was christened the Lucy Whittier II in
!ale March - just in time lo
compete in the 1987 San Diego
Lowenbrau Crew Classic on
April 3 and 4 at Mission Bay.
This year USO again will be
up against some stiff competition from Harvard, Stanford,
the University of Washington,
the U.S. Naval Academy and

other world-ranked teams. But
if the Lucy II is anything like

her predecessor, they needn't
worry.
-CLARE WHITE
. I
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USi tl,ll ake s first attempt at prestigious crew titles
By Mark Zeigler:Siarr IVriter
The Univeraj!y__Qf San Diego men's and women's crew
teams never have won the prestigious Copley and Whittier cups at the annual Lowenbrau Crew Classic, which
begins Friday and concludes Saturday on Mission Bay.
The reason is rudimentary: You can't win a rac;e
·l·
.
you're not in.
But the USO men and women will make their respec:
tive debuts in the regatta's featured races this year. The
Toreros won the men's and women's Cal Cups last year,
the prize for which - beside getting your name engraved on a fancy trophy - is an automatic berth into
the Copley and Whittier cups the following year.
So on Saturday, USO will splash around with collegiate crew's heavies.
Never mind that a San Diego - let alone Southern
California - school has never won either event in the

races' 13-year history. The Toreros are just happy to line
up their eight-oar shells with the best of 'em.
"It's probably the only tim e in quite awhile that we'll
get to compete against crews of this caliber," said Joe
Flohr, who oversees the USO crew program and coaches
the men's team. "I think USO crew is getting a little
more well-known - and winning last year's Cal Cup
certainly helped."
Flohr admitted that to win the Copley Cup, t~e
Toreros ·probably would have to attach a motor to the1r
shell. Only three members of the Cal Cup cha!11pionship
crew are back - stroke oar Neal Stehly, Mike Web_er
and Jaime Bea. "If we beat anybody out there," he said,
"we'll be pleased."
But as far as Flohr is concerned, the thrill for USD is
not beating the likes of defending NCAA champion Wisconsin, three-time Copley winner Harvard or 1982

champ Cal - all of which are in the Toreros' heat - but
just being in the water with them.
"The biggest impact from winning the Cal Cup last
year is not so much being in the Copley Cup, but all the
attention we've received," said Flohr. "It's so nice for
pie guys, because they work so doggone hard. They de~erve it. And they're eating it up."
~~·,Tbe Torero women hold a slightly better chance of
advancing _to the Whittier Cup final, since the fie_ld is
smaller (mne entrants compared to 12) and rela!Ively
weaker than the men's.
."If we do, it will be considered a _win for us," said
women's coach John Ciani. "If we don't, it won't be
considered a loss. We'll consider it a lot of experience
gained."
The Crew Classic, the first major regatta of the season, is expected to experience its _biggest event yet this .

weekend.
About 2,300 athletes (the previous high was 2,000 in
1984) from 70 clubs and universities are scheduled to
compete in 65 races - 20 on Fridav and 45 on Saturday.
Officials expect the regatta to grow even more next
year, since coaches and rowers will be prepping for the
'88 Olympics.
"All races _are on a 2,000-meter (I¼ miles) course in
Mission Bay, starting near Sea World, passing east of
Vacation Isle and finishing at Crown Point Shores. Races
are.from noon to 5 p.m. on Friday and 6:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Saturday. Most of the final races are Saturday, ineluding the Copley, Whittier and both Cal cups.
The Crew Classic's first race 1,ill feature the USD
meri against Columbia, San Diego State and Washington
State. The Toreros also hope to be in the regatta's last
race - the Copley Cup fin al.
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//JsDroWers tO -test hot waters
.against country's best crews
By~~n~

going to be exciting for us."
In addition to Penn, defending naWhat have the crew teams from . tional champion Wisconsin will be
among the entrants in the Copley
IJSD gotiell themselves into?
" A challenge," Toreros men's Cup. USD is in the second heat with
coach Joe Flohr said simply.
_ the Badgers Saturday at 9:50 a.m.
A challenge to say the least It's Those teams advancing in the two
heats will meet in the finals at 5:35
quite a predicament.
USD's varsity eights will be com- p.m. Saturday's 45-race agenda bepetin~ against _some of the. nation's gins with the first heat of the men's
-~
JV at 6:45 a.m.
There will also be two heats for
Saturday's Whittier Cup. The Toreros
women arein the first heat at 9:20
a.m. along with defending national
champion Wisconsin, which is also
the event's defending champion.
Whittier Cup finals are at 5:15 p.m.
1981
"We lost about half our boat from
~ t teams in the San Diego Lowen- last year, but we have some strong
brau Grew Classic that begins Frklay novices," USD women's coach John
Ciani said. "We've improved our
on Mission Bay.
More than 2,300 rowers from more time on the practice course. The
than 80 clubs, universities and col- problem is all the other crews have
leges in the United States, Canada improved dramatically.
"I told our girls to look around at
and Europe will participate iL the
regatta, which will take place be- the competition. It's not often that
tween East Vacation Isle and Fiesta you get to row against a team like
Island. It is the first major event of Wisconsin."
The two-day regatta opens at noon
the crew season.
The 2,000-meter course starts at Friday with the men's varsity race
the Atlantis Restaurant and beads featuring USD, San Diego State, Colnorth along Fiesta Bay and finishes umbia and Washington State.
along Crown Point. The best locaOther highlights Friday include the
tions to view the regatta are at Vaca- Law Enforcement eights finals (4:30)
tion Isle and Crown Point Shores..
with teams from the San Diego and
USD won both the men's and San Francisco police departments,
women's Cal Cup varsity eights in Los Angeles Sheriff's Department
last year's regatta, an unprecedented and Washington State Patrol. Many
feat, to earn automatic berths in Olympic hopefuls will be among the
. heats of this year's premier events - competitors in the Women's Elite
the Copley and Whittier cups, That's four finals (5:10).
a big step up in class.
Among the schools represented in
· Flohr put it into perspective:
the regatta are UCSD, Cal, Stanford,
"Last year we (the men's team) UCLA, Harvard, New Hampshire,
won the Cal Cup in 5:57," he said. Western Ontario and British Colum"Penn won the Copley Cup in about bia. Club entrants include rowing
5:30. Now, 30 seconds isn't a whole lot clubs throughout the West Coast.
if you're late to work, but it's a time
Women's team entrants have exzone in rowing.
panded this year to include teams in
''We're going into this really loose. the masters category. The competiWe don't have as strong a team as we tion will include one San Diego team,
did last year. We graduated half of three from San Francisco and seven
o~ varsity and JV, teams. But it's from Seattle.
Tribune Sportswriter
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·Panel embraces
c1tifen review of
police complaints
By Dick Weber,

S<all Writer

A panel appointed by the City Council to study police relations
with the
community formally embraced yesterday the concept of citizen
involvement
in reviewing complaints against police officers.
By a 10-2 vote, the Citizens Advisory Board on Police-Community
essentially accepted a subcomm ittee's recommendation last week Relations
ians should be allowed to participate al some level in the process. that civil·
An executive committee of fi ve board members was delegated
several specific proposals for the full board to consider at its to develop
meeting on
April 21.
The two no votes were cast by
Vince Krolikowski, who represents
the San Diego Police Officers Association, and Donald Hartley, an insur-

ance executive.

Krolikowski called the motion too
vague. He also said he was disap•
pointed the board didn't spend more
time yesterday on suggestions to en•
courage the citizenry to use the Po•
lice Department's existing complaint
procedure .
The POA remains adamantly op-

posed to citizens participating in the

investigation and disciplining of police officers, Krolikowski said.
Hartley said he needed more information on which to base a decision.
"I want to know more about civilian
review boards," he said. "Do they do
any good, or any harm? This is a
sensitive issue."
Othr.r pnncl mcmhrrs cxprrssr.d
:,;im ilar rt'Sl'rvalions duni1~ ;1 two-

hour morning session in a conference

room at the Virsl National Rank
lmiltli11g do wntown.

Afterward, assistant police chief
Bob Burgreen said the police admin•
istration's posture at this point is to
wait and see, explaining that a reaction now would be premature because nothing specific has been pro•
posed.
1
/
, See POLICE of Page B-IG

Pblice: Civilian role
supi~lJrted by panel
Continued from 13-1
roll~ in the review process.
Burgrecn added he will be particu•
From her knowledge of review
larly interested in the city attorney's systems in Berkeley
and Oakland.
view of the legality or the board's she said , initial
fears by police
final recommendation.
proved lo be unfounded. "Whal it has
"I think that's a critical issue," he done is bring lhe
community and the
said. "You just can't simply walk in police departme
nts together," she
· and set up a police review board said.
under our city charter and the gov·
ernment code of California ."
John Slotten, or the Ad Hoc Com•
Either the city charter or stale miltce For An Independent Review
law must be changed to allow for a Board, said his group wants qualified
review board, he said, or the advi- citizens to be able to either invesli•
sory board must come up with a dif- gate or critique complaints and have
some say in their disposition. Slotten,
ferent idea.
whose group has been gathering in•
Burgreen said the board "is doing
formation on review boards in other
its best" to correct the perception of
cities
many citizens that the department's was for the last year and a hall,
invited to share with the board
internal investigations are occasionin the next few weeks what he has
ally whitewashed.
learned.
"However, I have studied citizen
Superior Court Judge Laura
review boards (elsewhere) to some
degree," Burgreen said. "They end up Hammes, who conducted a study of
costing a lot of money and doing civilian review boards in 1983 while
very little. Hopefully, what this com- at the University of San Diego's Cenmittee comes up with will improve ter for Criminaf"J iisfii:!i:::foifcyand
Management;-saiclyesterday that
on what others have failed to do."
such panels have encountered prob•
Much or the meeting was devoted
!ems in every city where they have
to hearing the views of community
leaders and others in attendance. No been tried.
action was lakcn on the police adBecause such boards lacked expeministration's proposal to invite the rienced investigators with police
county grand jury to periodically backgrounds, Hammes said, the in•
conduct random reviews of complet- vestigations often were inadequate.
ed complaint investigations as a way Also, she said, many review boards
to ensure public confidence that the eventually came to be viewed as
department's process is thorough and "rubber stamps" for police depart•
fair.
ments because they tended to be
Roberto Martinez, representing more lenient than police arlministrathe Coulillon or 1.nw 1rn<l .Ju!((ic·(•, snid

a civilian review board was "crucial
to restoring confidence in the po•
lice."
"Shifting responsibility to the
grand jury or similar agency would
not effect any change," Martinez
said.
lrrria Castro, executive director of
the Chicano Federation, said, "Citizen participation appears to be
viewed as something (the Police Department) has to tolerate versus
something that is important and beneficial."
Castro said that as a member of
the California Commission on Crime
Control and Violence Prevention, she
has studied the citizen complaint
issue, and what appears to work best
ir.· many_cities is some kind of citizen

lions.

However, Hammes said, she con•
eluded that people in San Dic~o
would be clamoring for a review
board in a few years. She said she
suggested then lhal the Police Department ask for grand jury reviews,
but lhe response from police officials
was, "It won't happen here because
we're doing our job."
The Citizens Advisory Board on
Police-Community Relations was es•
lablished in 1985 following the Sagon
Penn shooting incident in Encanto in
which one police officer was killed
and another officer and a civilian ob•
server were wounded. Some witness•
es have said a fight started during a
traffic stop when one of the two
while officers used racial slurs and
manhandled Penn, who is black.
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Ehrl~chman says·
Rllgan comeback
may be too late
By Walt Baranger
Staff Writer

The appointment of Howard Baker
as White House chief of staff in the
wake of the Iran-Contra arms affair
may not be enough to save Ronald
Reagan's presidency, a convicted
Watergate conspirator said last
night.
Speaking at USD, John Ehrlichman said Baker was a "wonderful"
addition to the White House staff but
Mr. Reagan may have gone too long
before taking corrective action.
"He hid under his desk for 90
days," Ehrlichman said. "By lying
low for 90 days, he let it get away
from him. It may be too late."
Staff and students in the half-filled
University Center Forum heard
Ehrlichman speak on a wide range of
topics, from Watergate to Mr.
Reagan's foreign policies. Ehrlichman was counsel and special assistant to President Richard M. Nixon
until May 1973, specializing in domestic affairs. He later served 18
months in federal prison for his roles
in the Watergate coverup and related
cases.
Ehrlichman said his dealings with
Mr. Reagan, then governor of California, convinced him that the future
president was too "detached" from
major issues. He described how Mr.
Reagan would hand important issues
to subordinates.
"Ronald Reagan was essentially
disengaged from the facts," said
Ehrichman, who dealt with governors daily in Nixon's administration.
"He had virtually no Washington experience, except perhaps his phone
cal!s to me.
"I used to get phone calls from
Ronald Reagan, and almost invariably they would start out as 'John,
we're having a lot of trouble out here
with ... whatever issue and, well, I
want you to talk to (executive assist-

The San Diego Union

John Ehrlichman
ant and chief of staff) Ed Meese
about this."
"He'd hand the phone to Meese and
that's the last I ever heard of Ronald
Reagan about it."
Reagan's dependence on active
military officers also proved to be a
flawed policy, Ehrichman said, because some officers have split their
loyalty between the President and
their commanding officer, who often
controls promotions.
But Ehrlichman, who received a
$5,000 fee for his two-day..llli_Q__~
gagement, told the 250 in attendance
lasfmght that such a policy may not
have worked · during the Watergate
scandal. Ehrlichman said he should
have confronted Nixon with the
choice of voluntary public disclosure
or having the facts made public anyway.
"It might have been the salvation
of Richard Nixon."
Ehrlichman is scheduled to show
home movies from his White House
years today at 8 a.m. &_ USD's University Center faculty dining room.
Tickets are $4.50 for the public, $3.50
for students.
/
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· Science Symposium

feq_~y_res Borregans

!
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Se\-eral loca l notab lE-, \\·ill speak at
th e Symposium on th e Scientific \"alu e
of the D esert , to be helc: this Sunday,
April 5 at the Univez.sit\
of San
Diego
~
,,.._-Manchest er Confe rencE- Center . The
Symposium is hosted by the Environm ental Studies Pr ogra m at the
Uni\·ersity of San Diego in conjunction
with the Anza-Borrego foundation , as
part of the foundation's \,·eeklong 20th
anniversarv observance.
The symposium will ru n from 10:00
a .m . to 4:30 p.m., and \\·ill include a
45-minute luncheon at \\·hich former
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park area
manager ~Iaurice H. "B ud"' Getty will
be the keynote speaker. Getty is District
Superintendent, Santa \lonica Mountains State Park.
At 11:15 a.m. , pa leontologist
George Miller of Imperi al Valley College , Paul Remeika of I\"C and AnzaBorrego Desert State Park, and Betty
Stout of IVC and the .-\nza-Borrego
Natural History Association ,vill give a
presentation on "Neogene MegaVertebrate Ichnites from the Vallecito
Basin." ABDSP ranger 1\lanfred Knaak
will follo\,. at 11 :30 with a talk on '"The
Fragile Desert: Its Petrogl~-phs and Pietographs. "
In th e afternoon, Ja mes J. Rickard

of :'le Anza-Borrego Foundation will
sp E-:,k on .. Th e Importa nce of Pristine
D e.c•crt Habitat for Radio Astron omy ..
at .;: 00 p.m.
The University of San Diego is
loc a ted on Linda Vista Road off of Inter, tate 5 in San Diego . Tickets to the
symposium are $15, and include lunch
an d printed abstracts. They may be
purchased at the site on the day of the
sy mposium, or locally at the Chamber
of C ommerce office on Palm Canyon
Dri \·e.
T he other major event of the week
is .. Jazz for the Desert '87 ," featuring
a11 outdoor barbecue and a jazz concert
by San Diego guitarist Peter Sprague
and his ensemble in Blair Valley on
Saturday, April 11. The San Diego
chapteroftheNativePlantSocietywill
prese nt a flower show near the concert
site in the morning. The barbecue will
begin at 1:30 p.m. along with th e concert. which will last unti 6:30.
Tickets to the concert and barbecue
are $15 for adults and $7.50 for
youngsters under 16 accompanied by an
adult , and may be purchased at the
Borrego Springs Chamber of Commerce office. Those planning on attendin g should bring something on which ,,.
to sit .
//
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USD beats
)-"(C <;
the Waves
in tennis
Scott Patridge defeated Andrew
Cznaidjer in No. 1 singles 3-6, 6-4, 6-4
to lead the visiting University...uf..San
Di_~o tenni~ team past Pepperdine,
5-4.

Pepperdine (17-5) is ranked sixth in
the nation; Cznaidjer is the ninthranked singles player. USD (22-6) is
hoping for an at-large bid to the
NCAA Tennis Tournament next

Loeal Briefs
month in Athens, Ga. In doubles, the
No. 1 team of Patridge and David
Stewart defeated Cznaidjer a~_,,./
Marty Laurendeau 6-3, 6-4. /
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Ehrlich man: Scandal
over arms could top
WateJgate in damage
By-ih.1.~ i OTINOS
Staff Writer

President
SAN DIEGO
Ronald Reagan's Iran-Contra
scandal could cause greater
damage to the country than
former Pr.e sident Richard Nixon' s Watergate, said John D.
Ehrlichman, a Watergate conspirator who served time in
prison.
Ehrlichman , who now lives ·in
Santa Fe, N.M., was in San Diego
to speak to University of San
Diego students . In a press conference Wednesday, Ehrlichman said there are
strong differences between the
Nixon scandal and what is now
going on with Reagan - mainly
/ the personalities of the two
presidents.
Nixon, Ehrlichman said , was
"too much involved " in the decision making process. "Reagan
got into trouble because he was
not involved enough."
The danger of the Iran-Contra
scandal, Ehrlichman said, is that
the fallout could continue for a
longer time with more severe
consequences .

" I am inclined to think that in
the long run consequences may
be much broader in the present
circumstance,'' Ehrlichman said.
"I think in the long run we are
going to have more problems in
terms of the Iran episode in the
conduct of foreign policy."
The decision to sell arms to
Iran, Ehrlichman said, betrayed
the moderate Middle East countries . " Their reaction has to be
very strongly negative.· '
The current Middle East problems , Ehrlichman said, stem
from President Jimmy Carter's
decision to stop supporting the
Shah of Iran.
" He (Carter) really was the
fundamental actor in bringing
about the instability ."
making
said
Ehrlichman
Donald Regan chief of staff
created many of Reagan 's current woes.
Putting Regan in that important post, Ehrlichman said ,
resulted in " more and more problems " going directly to the
president, who did not have to
deal with foreign affairs matters
in the past.
"Foreign affairs ," Ehrlichman
said , " was not his s t r o n g ~
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Jones Plans to Quit Council
to Study 1:lus~~ess at Harvard
·')2

(

, '

.-.. / .
o':-:" () ~
By B RR M. HORSTMAN, Times Staff Writer
$40,000- a-year job that carries
Fifteen years after he began
with it a certain degree of prestige
unpaid
an
as
working at City Hall
and power.
intern to the San Diego city counHowever, Jones explained that
cilman he eventuall y succeeded,
he hopes that his enrollme nt in a
Councilm an William Jones announced Thursday that he will not two-year program at the Harvard
Business School will "help me to
seek reelection this fall in order to
become a better, more rounded
Harat
degree
business
a
pursue
person [and] widen my options" to
vard University.
include a possible business career.
In a motivational speech to stuTo accommodate his academic
dents at his alma mater, Morse
schedule, Jones plans to step down
High School, Jones cited his decision to retire from the council as an from the council in early September, about three months before his
example of '"the choices we face in
term expires in December. Though
to
easy
life .. . that aren't always
the council could appoint a caremake and involve some risk-taktaker to the post during that period,
ing."
Regarded as a virtual certainty Jones argued-a nd several City
Hall officials agreed-t hat it is
for reelection had he chosen to run
more likely that the council will
for a second four-year term, Jones,
simply leave the 4th District seat
ambivahad
he
that
admitted
31,
_ Please see JONES, Pate 12
lent feelings about leaving a

I
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r Lucas investigator
-/ i;r me
hai liea rin g postponed
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By Mike Konon
Tri/June SIMI Writer
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Landon told Gill.
"You put the order to show cause
on the calender. If you don't want her
found in contempt, why file the
OSC?" Gill asked.
"I would request we go into chambers to discuss preliminary matters,"
La_ndon replied.
"Feldman and Landon brought this ·
proceeding. They put my client on
trial. I want a public hearing," Liuzzi's attorney, Steven Davis, told Gill.
"The issue we are discussing is the
extent that a defense investigator
places her interests over those of a
capital case defendant," Feldman
said. "You cannot force the defense
to disclose its strategy. The investigator acted without authority and is
jeopardizing our client's life."

A contempt-of-court hearing involving a former investigator in the
David Allen Lucas case has been
postponed indefinitely while the attorney for the investigator meets
with Lucas' four attorneys to try to
work out a compromise.
Superior Court Judge David M.
Gill ordered the attorneys lo report
to him Thursday on their positions in
the controversy over the investigative services provided by Jean M.
Liuzzi, co-owner of Trident Investigations.
Liuzzi has refused to turn over the
identities of confidential sources she
used to provide information to two of
Lucas' previous attorneys, G. Anthony Gilham and William Saunders.
Feldman also suggested that LiuzLucas' new attorneys seek the identizi had violated the Nov. 17 court
ty of those sources.
Lucas is charged in two separate • order by discussing the case with
cases with a total of six murders, members of the news media.
While he narrowed the issues only
including the death of 22-year-old
Uni)!ersity of San Diego student Anne lo violations of Greer's Nov. 17 order,
CathermeSwaiike:- Gill warned Liuzzi:
"In my view she is in a tenuous
Gill ruled yesterday that his fellow
judge, Michael I. Greer, had not or- and unmeritorious position." .,,/
dered Liuzzi to reveal those sources
during a March 4 hearing, as had
been claimed by Lµcas' attorneys.
"There is no court order dated
March 4. There is no minute entry
reflecting such an order. After having read the transcript of the March
4 hearing it is my opinion the court
made no order. In fact the co····• went
out of its way not to make ar. · \er,"
Gill said.
In discussing the problem, Gill
quoted Greer in the transcript of the
March 4 hearing as telling Liuzzi:
"'What I'm telling you is to walk outside in the hall and talk. If they
(Lucas' attorneys) are not satisfied I
am going to issue an order to show
cause why you should not be held in
contempt."'
Gill's dismissal of the contempt
claims for failure to reveal confidential sources left outstanding only a
contempt citation for violation of a
Nov. 17 order which required Liuzzi
to turn over the originals of all reports she had done for the defense.
During the hearing yesterday, Gill
refused repealed pleas by Lucas' attorney Steven Feldman to close the
hearing to the press and public "so
we can address the merits of the
issue."
"We are not interested in finding
Liuzzi in contempt, only in gelling
what we seek," Lucas attorney Alex

··
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I llo W11s1llnglo11 Stuto Troopers crow colobratos Its victory on M_ission Buy over tile Sun Diego Police Department.

Verdict goes against SDPD in Police Eight final
Ry Mark Zeigler
S1111f Wrllrr

second-annual event hv

·

fhil shlnl,{ second

truic llerberl is a patrolman in lhc San

fliego Police Department's western division ..
I le was in courl yesterday from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m.
"I literally came from court and jumped ·

inlo a boat," he said.

Herbert, six other oarsmen, an oarswoman

and a coxswain powered the SDPD's shell in
yesterday's Police Eight race at the San Diego
Lowenbrau Crew Classic on Mission Bay. They
missed successfully defending their title in the

Lo

:1 cll"rk ~:i,uf t;n sc•:ll s.
Wa slt111~!1111 :-i latc

·uw

Troopers.

The race was one of the three finals and 20
races slaged on lhe 2,000-meler (1 ¼-mile)
course between Sea World and Crown Point
Shores on the Crew Classic's opcnint-: day. The
season's first big regatta concludes today, with
heats beginning at 6:45 a.m. and finals starting
at 10.
The Police Eight race features a different
classification of competitors. They're not college students, as most of the 2,300 participat-

inv, i11 1111• r.rc•w Cl;1 ssil· :in·, ;1111I llll'y'n• not
dull rowers wHIJ llkt1111cs of crew L'Xjll'ricuct·.

fl

But in the competitiveness department, the
patrolmen and investigators and sergeants
don't miss a stroke.
"We take it seriously," said Coach Michelle

ranging practices. Assembling 14 people wi 1h
14 completely differcril sdu:duh:s is virtuall y
impossible, so Petrick rotates the practice

Petrick , a rirwncial investiga tor in the narcot-

ics task force who founded the SDPD club five
years ago. "We don't have many races, but
when we do race, we go after it.
"The competitiveness comes from our work
- it's a very competitive kind of work, it's a
survival kind of thing. Cops have a lot of pride.

{'Ollll'S from W(':1ri11 ►: ;1 li:1d1:1 •."
Perhaps Petrick's big~t!sl task. is just ar-

schedule every thrr.c months ;rnd requirrs that
team members illtcml only two or three wo rk-

outs per week.
In the weeks before a race, however, practice is live days a week, and scheduling gets
stickier.

Ciew: Washington State Troopers e~=~. ~~:.~ ..
C1

S- .I'..
-J

I_}·\Continued from C-l
S~id Herbert: "Being a cop, workin all day long, sometimes not
kn~wing when you'll be finished, and
then coming out to practice
!,he
even ·,ng _ it can be quite a gn_nd. ed
But Petrick's lroops are ded,ca l ·
Not lo mention courageous.
Petrick never has had a club me11;ber who "had held an oar m their
hand before." And yesterday,. they
rowed
Pctlilt hadwith
onea coed
of thecrew
oars- -Sandi
in what

m

d
,
(men), Whiltier (women) an mens
and women's Cal cups.
.
Only lour schools - Washington,
Harvard, Pennsylvania and Cal have won the Copley Cup in the 13
years it has been awarded, and all
lour are among the 12 entered today.
Most coaches consider Harvard the
, b
lavorilc though it wouldn t e an
upset ii any of live other boats
crossed the line first: defending Copley champion Penn, Cal, sev~n-time
winner Washington, defending na-

otherwise was an all-men's race.

The San Diego-Washington rivalry
began last year in (he inaugural Police Eight, and heated up yesterday
·n chilly wind-whipped waters. The
keattle-based Washington State
Troopers, _with a revamped Learn,
avenged last year's loss by crossing
the finish line in 7 minutes, 17.7 seconds less than two seconds ahead of
thei; San Diego rivals.
Only two other finals were rowed_
yesterday - the men's varsI\Y• w~n
by Columbia, and the Womens Ehle
Four (with coxswain), won by the
Lake Washington A team.
Twenty-four finals are scheduled
for today, including the Copley

The Whitlicr Cup ,s still more

w· sin won it last year and
~:;t on•:~~~ke
the national title, but

the Badgers graduated six rowers.
Washington has captured the cup
three times, but also walch for New
Hampshire, Stanford and Cal.
The Copley and W_h1tber cups_also
t f S n Diego
inclu(le the Univ~!S_l!J.JL_~- -- h"ch qualified by virtue of its v1cto-'
w [n the men's and women's Cal cups
last year's Crew Classic. The two
Whitter Cup heats begin at 9:20 a.m.,
and the teams with the top seven

7t

tiomn:al~c~h:a~m~p~W~is;c;on~s~in~o~r■N■a■v~y■.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - A

'rh t o Copley heals slarl al 9:40
e w . . t 3'15 m
a.m.;hthe :m::ttiday ir:'ciude: Derek
G~\k:~ ~emorial Cup for men'~
reshmen ei ght (10:15 a.m.),
korthwick Cup for men's clubs (1:5,5
m . women's Cal Cup (2:10); mens
PC-al .)C, u ( ._ ., Women's Club, Eight .
p 2 251
(2.401. and
Men's Eli le 1, 1ght (2: 55) · ~
. '
£
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A Rolls will be rolled out
for·opera fund-raiser auction
,, (~ ...... ;,...
1

By Janet Sutter
Staff Writer

The 1948 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith has curving classic lines, the famous handmade radiator, the signature hood ornament, and an open
chauffeur's compartment separated
from the passenger seat by a glass
partition. That dilly will be up for
bids May 6 at the San Diego Opera's
"Rolls-Royce of Garage Sales and
Auction."
The party will help underwrite the
opera season which opens Oct. 10
with "Rigoletto."
Symbolic Motors, which donated
the car, is loaning its La Jolla premises for the party from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. A cocktail buffet and music by
Steven Spencer will sustain and entertain. Wagener has donated a dress
for the auction, as has Saks Fifth Avenue. Trips to Paris and Australia
are among the tempters. The more
expensive items will be auctioned,
but little items will carry price tags
and some half-price bargains will be
the prizes of a scavenger hunt.
Dorene Whitney, chairwoman of
the auction night and the "Rigoletto"
opening night gala, says guests will
be opera, auction and car enthusiasts. Anyone interested should call
the San Diego Opera office. Reservations are $35 per person.

Spindrift
Another opera coup. Scaasi, whose
dressy clothes the 1'omen in "W"
covet, is coming to California for the
first time. Guess where. Right! Saks
La Jolla is luring him here for the
San Diego Opera fashion show Aug.
4. There'll be an intimate dinner
party the night before for major patrons. Phyllis Parrish is chairwoman.

Celebrated eggheads
Dennis ConJer, Stevie Wonder,
Charles "Peanuts" Shultz, Jane
Fonda and Brnce Willis, Frank Sinatra, Gene Wilder, Olaf Wieghorst,
Alan Alda, Jack l'iicholson, Rue
McClanahan of "Golden Girls." Now
just what do all these folks have in
common? They've all taken paintbrush, pencil. crayon or something
similar in hand to decorate an egg
for "Eggstrarnganza:·
That Easter egg auction sponsored
by the Big Sister League of San
Diego will be Saturda,· from 7 to 11
p.m. in the lower levei of l'niversity
Towne Centre near Nordstrom. Some
of the eggs are already on display in
the lower mall. Robert Arnhym will
be the auctioneer. The event also will
feature dance music by ·'Biorhythm,"
hors d'oeuvres and a no-host bar.

Proceeds will help support the Big
Sister home in Hillcrest, a temporary
shelter for women in crisis, and the
Big/Little Sister program which
matches adult women with girls ages
5 to 15.
Eggstravaganza tickets are $30;
call the Big Sister League.

Globe and gown
The Old Globe Theatre and the
University of San Diego are linked
now in a program for a Master of
Fine Arts in Dramatic Arts. The first
students will enroll next fall. getting
practical theater work at the Globe
and academic studies in the USD
English Department.
'
That link will be celebrated by the
attendance of many Globe board
members at the USD Deans' Ball on
Saturday. Best of ail, Globe Yeteran
actor Jonathan McMurtry will entertain.
Also on hand will be USD academic
vice president and provost. Sister
Sally Furay. who happens to ::-e president of the Old Globe Theatre's
board of directors.
Kim and Marilyn Fletcher are
chairing the Deans' Ball wl>jch begins with cocktails at 7 p.m. at the
Town & Country Hotel. The black-tie
evening will benefit the College of
Arts and Sciences, School of Business

The San Diego Union/ Tom Kurtz

The dress from Wagener, and the 1948
Rolls-Royce on which Kathleen Kadir is
seated, will be up for auction May 6 at a
San Diego Opera fund-raiser.
Administration, School of Education,
School of Law and the Philip Y. Hahn
School of Nursing. Reservations are
$500 per .person for President's Circle; $250 for Dean's Circle; and $125
for Circle of Scholars. Call Maggie
(Mrs. John) Mazur.

Mary Pappas, Athens Market restaurant
owner, wearing a Jaeger suit, will join the
models in 'Dress Up Downtown' Wednesday
sponsored by Central City Association .

Spinoffs
The San Diego Burn Institute will
have its 14th Spirit of Courage
Awards Banquet Thursday at the San
Diego Hilton. The event honors individuals who have risked their lives in

an effort to save others from death
or injury in a fire. No-host cocktails
will be at 6 p.m., the dinner and
awards at 7 p.m., with KFMB's Clark
Anthony as master of ceremonies.
Reservations are $30, $50 or $500 per
person.
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./-✓Public forum series planned
The Univers1fy-t {~~~ Diego is de- business administration, education
veloping a S'eri~ublic forums on · and law.
major community issues beginning
Law school dean Sheldon Krantz,
Mav 13 with a de!:ni.te on the question
of the organizing commitchairman
of San Diego areawide growth mantee, said, "At present, there are no
agement.
continuing forums of high quality to
The forums will follow the format debate and discuss the significant is- ·
of the public television program sues facing San Diego. This means
"The Advocates" in which panels of that these issues often are addressed
experts representing both sides of an by policy-makers with limited inforissue are questioned on a "witness mation or are not addressed at all.
stand" by USD law faculty.
According to USD President AuThe forums have been developed thor E. Hughes, the forums are deby the deans of USD's schools of signed to fill that need and are
graduate and continuing education, planned for twice each year.
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■ A~~v:t ~;Dti._e, ,~mas in Eco·
norrdt- ~t~ a free public forum
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Drii;,an.

/

P.

/ R~ssia in Transition-P~t,ric)} .
chairman of the Political Sc1enC!) Department at University of San Diego, will
discuss the changes takingplace in the
Soviet political system and what it m,;ans
to U.S. foreign policy at 7 :30 p.m .
Thursday at the Oaks North Community
Center. 12578 Oaks North Drive. Rancho
Bernardo. Admission is $1 for World Affairs
Council members, $3 for non-members. _, ./

on econ mic problems in the United States conducted by Paul Wohlmuth, a professor of law at Universi1Y._£f San Diego, will be hem-Tfom
7:30 t ~ m . in the Manchester
Conference Center on the USD
campus. For reservations, call Jol)J:.v
Nunes at 260-4682.
✓- _,.,,....,-
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;MegaMaJ:ketplace In L.A. Calls To Women
UuLZ~f wo1~cn will huve Lo
t,ravel to L0s ~ngeies if they want
to hear abo uf gove·r nment and car•
porate contractin{i ·opportunities
next month. Sponsoi·cd by the U.S.
Dcpl. of Commerce, State of Calif?rnia, L.A .. C?unty and JheB N~t1onnl A1-1soc111L1on of Women wuness Owner~, MegnMnrkctplacc
West is cxpectCd to allract more
than 3,000 women to the L.A. Convention Cente·r May 27.
·
"Wonwn-ownml
nn•

111111

h111-1int!Ni-WH

of I.ho 1'11111.ottl growing 1wg-

mcnts of the American economy,"
says Commerce Assistant Secretary Kny Bulow. They now comprii11 i 2!'i pcn·i,11L of all t11111ill hw-1i-

ncssci;, having grown nearly 75
percent over the past decade to
numhcrmoruthnn3million.
Cnlifornia houses mbre womenowned companies than _any other

·~
~

(

cli1-1cu1-1t1

"Mm1, Wonwn,

Powtir

uutl 01"J,tnui:t.111.io11ul l'olilics"

1111

April 24 at the final program of the
Business Update Spring 1987
Seminnr seriei; sponsored by USD.
Tho hrnnkl"uHL i-;l.11rb at. ~~
Contact USO ConL;uuing E<luca•
tion for more inform:1tion .

*· "' •
"High-Tech Selling: How to
Distribute Your Wures/' is the

, BlisinessM~tt'ers
-. by Libby Brydolf

state west of the Mississippi / 487,029. Together these companies
generate revenues of more than
$to million annuully. Texas is second with 261,995 female-headed
companies. NntjonallY, -~~ome nowncil firmR hrin~ in n·nnunl
reccipLs ofmoi·e Limn $53 billion.
Those impressive statistics
HHi<lc,

A<lminii;lraLion, for more informution.
* * *
Th~-·society for Technical
Communication's April 14 mCcling will focus on "Advertising
Technological Knowledge." The
meeting will he held ut the Cnfo
Del Rey Moro in Ilalboa Park starting at 6 p.m.
* * *
Prof. Johanna Hunsaker will

WUIIIL'll•OWIIOd

topic of a morning breakfast meeting of the Computer and Electronics Marketing Associati"on
on Wedne::iduy. The meeting- ut the
La Jolla Village Inn starts at 7
a.m. Robert V cndclan<l, markctfng co11R~1ltnnl., will Hpt.mk. Ifo ncl•
vises companies Lo pick u successful method and stick to it.

Small claims court: How Lo win
and collect is the subject of a oneday seminar sponsored by Educ

ril:el' of the company's Etpiilublc/
Source Corp. subsidiary based in
Santa Clara: Sinclair w3.s formerly
exccutivev.p.ofoperationshere.
.
* * *
Bill Acosta has been pn~mote<l
t_o ~~anager_ ~f the local S~ci.al ~e- :
cu11ty office downtown. Fm mc1 ly :
1~wnagcr or the SSA c:!;;c.:o11<li<lo off1ce, Acosta succeeds Eugene :
Williums who ~·cl1re~ laS t 111011th ·

'

Husscll C. Brown,

l.ional Stimin11r1-1 Co. 011 Api-il 27.
'l'lw pn,gn11u will ht• ntl,·n·d l.o

businesses, offering advice on how
to avoid small claims, how to win
in court and collect judgments.
Cosl iH $8/'i for l.lui finit. 1mn.011 in an

onicc; $75 for each a<l<lilional
enrollee. Contact Educational
ScrninnrH, :l:tl5 R

Mai-ket ::it.,

111•11iur

.. .

f''

fornH.'r ,
1

•"''.' '"" '

'

' ·' .j
1
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Brown
Estill
/\I. Lloyd Pest Control,.
Thomas R. Estill is the new
technical director. He joined Lloyd;
in 1978 HH u technician. Most.·
recently, Eslill was 11ualily conlrol 1
inspector.

Glen E. Spangler is the new
COO at Image Hotels of
America. Spangler is a certified
hotel administrator who brings 17
years of experience to the job. 'He
hns worked with such hoLels ns
Hamada Inn, Holicl.1y Inn, Howard
Johnson's and Days Inn.

has promoted John C. Sinc1uir Jr.
to president and chief operating of-

Pamela Lungston is new com• :

1.,111n n11ul .v11in, 1•111n1t1· 11d.i1111 u/' 1·n11i -

Busin$s Matters .L',
(Conlit11.Fd/fff5!,fage3A)

Spangler

Westheimer

Harvey Levine, author of."ProLa .Jollan Patricia W cstheimer
ject•1·1M'a1ia'.gd&i1ent ·1U_~rrlg '.,;Mi"crts 1: has siC°nqd n contract. with Scott,
. COtripi.it¢•t s,"·\½lr'sJ)'e'alc... at ·:a ·Ptol· Foresinan & Co.,.a Time-Life Dooks
1
jJJt~·rJ.kina~em.e·nt'iFOhfiW,' ?Aprn ; ·subsidiary, to write a four-book
·21. The seminar,· sponsored by the
series on business writing skills.
local chapter of the Project ManThe series to be published next
agement 10:stitutc, will , also feayear, will be: "The Perfect Memo,"
ture Hpenkcrs und pnneh:1 on con"The Compcl.e Book _of li:xcculivc
struction, DOD/DOE .contractors
Writing," "The Executive Style
•and software development and proBook" and "Power Writing for Project management software. Cost is
fessional Women." Westheimer
$75 if reservati~ns are niade by
runs WestRoots Business Wl'itFriday: The program runs 8 a,m. to
ing Systems, presenting busil).cSs
5 p.m: Contact William R. Sherwriting Seminars to corporations.
rard, SD.SU College of Business
* * •

(

11

J\1111111~c•111c•11l.

rt!lat.utl lll"CHH.

t.Ju11Liul and com111crciul slrnctunis,

print.in~, ndverlisin~, personnel
services und uccounting services.
Meg-aMarketplace will also provide exhibilion space. lntcresled
business owners should write
MegaMarketplace, Co_mmunity
Deve lopment Commission, Los
Angeles County, 1436 Goodrich
Blvd., Commerce 90022.

wit.Ii

as a v.p. Brown moves to Washing-.
ton, D.C., to accept the post. He _'.
will acL aH a nrnjoi· projl'd. 111111111,:er 1
and i;cnior coni-;uJLanL in managl'· .
ment, engineering, marketing and~;

#274, San Francisco 94114, for
more information.
Frank P. Kristoff is the new
president and CEO al Stoody
Deloro Stellitc. Based in San
Diego, SDS is a leading designer
and maker of wear prevention
alloYs and has eight operating
divisions internationally. Kristoff
most recently was president and
director or the Metnllurg division
of Siel<lalloy in New ,lcr:-;ey. Ile
succeeds Richard L. 'l'ickcll, who
will consult- on the company's
l•;uropHnn op11rnlio11H nnd continue
a8 a company director.

v.p.

Annl)•sis Co., lwsjoincd ICF luc., ;

l•:quilnhlu Life Len:-;iug- Corp.

co111pu11icH

receive less than 1 percent of all
federal procurement dollars.
MegaMarketplace . sets up com- .
puter-matched appointments With
government and corporate contracting officials interested in wideranging goods and services. Oppor- ·
I.unities are available in such areas
as nutornnted dntn processing sys-

'I'hq_ 8UA um! 8COltl~ offer Lwu
management ~ p s this
month for current and future small
business owners. The daylong
workshop:, will be held nt Nnlionnl
University in Mission Valley April
14 and 28. Cost is $15 for the progrnm Llial. st.arts at 8: 15 u.lll.

municationsl Js's~C:1ate for United
Way here. The Imperial Beach resident will work with businesses
during non-campaign months to
encourage health fairs, inform.ition and referral, opporlu nities and
volunteer recruitment.
·

...

Parties anyone? Larry
Rinehart, chef and former owner
of Rinehart and Co. restaurant in
E?cii:i~as, Jrns t.Camed with up
with l ony l{opns t.o fi,rrn 'l'ouy
l{opa~ & Associates, a party
plannmg and production firin.
Kopas, a caterer and special events
planner from L.A., will continue to
r~n his Somerset Caterers, which
will work ~ith the new firm. Kopas
and his staff have produced such
events as La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art's MOntc Carlo· night
nll d the Sun Diego Hi!ilorical
Society's holiday celebration and
designer showcase. The company
also runs the Museumcafe .i:t the
La Jolla museum.

"* * *

. F;pic En~erprises_has moved to
b1.gger offices at· 3838 1Cal11ino "Del
R10 North, Suite 164.
/
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Sharp questions on growth limits
' "Ji,1?,'-J

.

QUESTION: SHould all local gove171ments m
the San Diego Region adopt a coord11?ated
Growth Management Plan which actively
limits growth ?"
No question couid be formulated to incite
more fireworks than this one. But that is the
query which will be addressed May 13 at the
'Lyceum Theatre on the University of San
.E>iego campus where important issues
f,requently receive a thorough airing.
The setting in which the questions will be
asked - and hopefully answered - will be in
the style used by "The Advocates," a popular
public television show. The grilling will be
done by members of the USD Law School
faculty .
This is the first in what USD intends to be a
series of debates about critical issues, such as
"morality in public office (San Diego really
'needs that one) , border issues and airport
r.elocation.
Growth has been an issue in the
.deliberations of public bodies for at least 20
years , but often the subject is approached on
its periphery, not at its core. Rarely has the
topic been attacked as directly as it will be
May 13.
·· There have been growth management plans

(

.

'Yh~c~ attempt to control devel_opment but not
lu~ut 1t. The passage of_P~~pos1tion A by San
Diego voters was a defimt1ve step for tougher
controls than heretofore have been applied.
One survey commissioned by the San Diego
Association of Governments, soliciting
opinions from 1,000 county residents, shows
the public to be of two minds on actually
limiting growth. Nineteen percent said they
would try to reduce future growth; 13 percent
want market forces to dictate the growth
pattern. But 60 percent of those polled say they
would try to regulate the "quality" of future
growth.
Quality doesn't mean the same thing to
everyone, so that response is murky.
Nevertheless, it indicates that people want
planners and developers to pay attention to
the factors which commonly are included in
the "quality of life": open space, air quality,
traffic flow, educational and cultural
opportunities, water purity, an infrastructure
adequate to take care of sewage and provide
the other necessities of modern life .
Increasingly, the challenge is to preserve /
quality in the face of a sharply rising
population curve. Increasingly, the question is
whether that can be done. On May 13 we may
get some answers. Or more questions.
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~$19~riiiflio-ri being -~pent to explain alien laffl1
By Benjamin Shore

Copley News Service

a nd John McLaren
Tribune Staff Writer

WASHINGTON - A $10.7 million
contract to explain the · new iinmigration law was awarded today by
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service to a group of Los Angelesbased advertising and public relations companies. ·
The contract calls for a wide mix
of radio; television ; newspaper, magazine and street poster advertising,

plus the distribution of explanatory ·
brochures and other materia~s to em. ployers and the general public.
. In San Diego, two experts on im·
t·10n 1aw ha1·1ed the announcem1gra
ment, saying it should clear away
confusion about the impending amnesty program for undocumented
immigrants.
·
·. The contract was awarded to The
Justice Group, formed by Hill and
Knowlton .Irie., an international publie relations firm, Coronado Communicatio'ns Corp. and La Agencia de
Orci, an advertising -agency special-

®

izing in ethnic accounts.
rector of the Mexico-United States
Said Fernando Oaxaca, president Law Institute at thf U~iversity of
of Coronado Communications: San...Diego.....'..'.The lack of mformaTlolr·
"There has not been a government until now has produced tremendous
· information campaign of this com- confusion and apprehension on the
plexity . . .. It is a horrendous chal- part of potential applicants (for amlenge."
nesty)."
Oaxaca said the advertising will
Vargas said he hopes the ad cambegin later this month, focusing ini- paign will be "very aggressive,
tially on explaining the law's legal- reaching out to urban areas with all
ization provision, which takes effect the media and targeting specific
May 5.
.
areas {where immigrants are con"The ne;ws that the INS had finally centrated)."
granted the contract is certainly welDick Freeman, an immigration
come," said Dr. Jorge A:• Vargas, di- and labor law attorney in San Diego,_

said he thinks the advertising ~il~
help make employers more aware_ of
what they must do to comply with
the provisions barring employment
·
of undocume
nted wor kers.
The ads also should shed light, he
said, on pending final regulations for
carrying out the law. "Even people
who wanted to be informed have not
been able to get clear-cut answers,"
he said.
Freeman said it is good idea that
the advertising will be done in foreign languages as wel as English. "If
Please see ALIEN, 10
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1

potential applicants are going to
come forward, they are going to have
be informed in their own languages."
The law provides legal residence
for undocumented aliens who established permanent homes in the United States before January 1982. A 12month application period begins on
May 5.
There has been criticism of the
INS for waiting this late to launch a
national information campaign that
would give_undocumented aliens ad-

vice on the kinds of documentary
proof they will need to apply.
On June 1, the INS may begin enforcing the law's other major provision, which makes it illegal for employers to knowingly hire undocumented aliens.
Employers have complained as
well about a lack of accurate information from the INS.
·
But INS Commissioner Alan C.
Nelson told reporters that his agency
already has been distributing information through local information

campaigns, including public meetings by INS officials.
Oaxaca said the Justice Group's
strategy will not include the purchase of network television advertising campaign. He said he hopes networks will air public service announcements for free.
He also said the campaign will be
carried out in English and several
other languages, including Spanish,
Arabic, Polish, Chinese, Korean anq
Japanese .
'
/
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Titans win with 11th inning rally
Anaheim Bulletin

j _~55

Paul Camer on's two-out,
pinch-h it double in the 11th inning scored Andy Mota from
second base and gave Cal State
Fullert on a 3-2 noncon ference
victory Tuesda y night over the
Univer sity of San Diego at Ti-tan-"Field .
safely on a
d
reache
Mota had
head-fi rst dive into first base to
beat out a bunt single off lo ser
Jim Westlu nd . He went lo s~cond on a single by Ke n Ga:-ci,,
and scored when Camer on hit :.;
towerin g fl y ball to deep le ft
center field.
Paul Johnson, the third Titan
pitche r , went three scorele ss
innin gs for the decisio n, which
raised No. 8-ranke d Fullert on's
record to 26-12 and droppe d the
Torero s to 24-15-1.
CCAA Chapm an 6, Cal Poly SLO 1;
Cal Poly SLO 5, Chapm an 4:

Chapm an Colleg e split a doublehea der with Cal-Po ly San
Luis Obispo Tuesd ay at Hart
Park, taking the opener and
losing the second game in
eight inning s.
pitchin g
Dunn's
Steve
firstrs'
Panthe
keyed the

-·------------Colle ge baseball repor t

gam e victory . Dunn went the
di s t ance , allowi ng only five
hits a nd one une arned run
while stri king out s ix, to up
hi s record to 3-1 with hi s first
compl ete ga me of the year.
Darren Nelson singled in
th e first inning of the first
game, then hit his 13th home
run in the fir?t inning of game
nu mber two 't o extend his hit~ing stre ak ~o 15 consec utive
games .
In that second ga me, the
Musta ngs brnke a 4-4 tie with
John Orton' s sacrifi ce fly in
the top of the eighth inning.

sec-

Fullerton 8, Golden West 7:

Tim Church ill proved to be
the hero for the Horne ts , singling in Shawn Blanke nship
with one out in the bottom of
the ninth inning to give Fullerton the win .
With one out, Blanke nship
had singled to begin the rally
and was double d to third by
Jim Troup. After an intentional pass to Andy Ruscit to
loaded the bases, Church ill,

who was three-f or-five with
two double s and four RBI , deli ve r ed a sharp s ingle into
ri ght field for the game-w inner.
Citrus 8, Cypress 5: Fifteen
men left on base were too
many for the Charg ers (17-13
overal l, 3-7 in confer ence) to
overco me in the Orang e Empire Confer ence game at Cit17..l s .
CCAA

Chapman 6, Cal-Poly SLO 1 (fi rst game)
1 5 5
HJO 000 000 Cal-Poly SLO
6 8 1
010 400 10x Chapman
Batteries : Zappelli (LP ) and Onon: Dunn (3·1 I and
Bollinger.
Cal-Poly SLO 5. Chapman 4 (seco nd game)

5 6 1
200 01
4 8 3
01 1 00
Batteries : rlanson. Hancock (61 and Harringlon: Bennett.
Bird (6: and Bollinger. WP : Hancock . LP: Bird (3·2).

Cal-Poly. SLO
Chapman

020
10 1

Home Runs : Nelson (C) . first inning, none on.

PCAA

CS Fullerton 3. UC San Diego 2 ( 11 inn)

ucso

o

ooo ow r-0 -

2 6
200
3 10 0
100 010 OCO o·. CS Fullerton
Batteries: $0-Mo nas:ero. Fi'.zs:c-ons (7). Westlund (9.
L •·21 and Wyckof:. F- ,L>c<. Beckel ; (61. John5vn (9. W

' 4-2) and Rol1sh, HG.IT' {BJ
Home Runs : 8:ica (F\
South Coast C'AJ~fi: reni: e
Fullerton 8. t:,ol!Jt:n W,Jst ;

Golden W~s·.
Fu llerton

1t 1
221

0 12
OC.O

GtO
~ 11

--

7 20 0
8 14 1

Batteries : Watsrn. dryant : " ). T3ub !9) and Manin: Mark
Trandberg. David Wacke•:m n (6 1. Srian Conell (8) and
Richard We ller. LP: Bryant. WP: Corrie! (3· 1).
Home Runs : Andy Ruscino (F) . seventh inning. none on.
Orange Empire Conference
Citrus 8, Cypress 5
000 011
C'(press
010 060
Citrus

201

-

Olx

-

5
8

16 1
7 2

Batteries : Kevin Bumgarner (2·2). Bill Bentley (5 ) and
Boucher: Petrin (WP). Moreno (7). Pavick (8) and

A!a:cne.
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/4 ?;JO center follows Brandenburg to_ SDSU
By ~Kenney
Tribune Sportswriter

One month ago, Mitch McMullen gave .San
Diego State about as much attention as one gives
those Publisher's Clearinghouse Sweepstakes
forms that arrive in the mail.
"The only (recruiting) contact I had from San
Diego State was a form letter that they probably
send out to 10,000 people," said McMullen, College
of the Canyons' 6-10, 225-pound sophomore center.
"I didn't even bother to send it back."
It appears Jim Brandenburg has more influence
than Ed McMahon, however, because McMullen
was expected to sign a national letter of intent
today to play basketball at SDSU.
McMullen is exactly what the Aztecs have been
looking for - a center. SDSU recently completed
the season without a true center, featuring no
player taller than 6-8 on its roster.
When Brandenburg left Wyoming March 28 to
become basketball coach at SDSU, McMullen's attention shifted from Laramie to San Diego.
"I took a recruiting trip to Wyoming in October," McMullen said. "I was going to hold off and
see what my other options were before committing to a school. As the year went on, I was leaning
toward Wyoming. I was mainly leaning toward
Wyoming because of Brandenburg.
"When he went to San Diego State I came there

for a recruiting trip. I wouldn't have gone there if
he didn't. I wouldn't even have considered it."
What McMullen, who plans to major in business,
discovered is that he could have his basketball
coach and a good school, too. McMullen heard
favorable reports about Brandenburg's reputation
for coaching big men. And he discovered one of
the nation's top business schools at SDSU.
"I'm glad this opportunity came up because San
Diego is a great place," said McMullen, who averaged 20.4 points and 11.6 rebounds in conference
play this season for College of the Canyons. "It
was a positive thing.
"I look forward to being coached by Brandenburg and I also look forward to playing in the
WAC. I feel that if I can just have my game complement that of the other players, and their game
complement me, we should be successful.",
College of the Canyons coach Lee Smelser
agreed with McMullen's decision to attend ,SDSU.
"Wyoming was still recruiting him with their
interim people, but I think he was really impressed with coach Brandenburg," Smelser said.
"If he would have gone to Wyoming I don't think it
· would have been the same. The opportunity at San
Diego State is outstanding.
"He seemed real happy with his decision when
we talked at length (Monday). I do_n't think he was
following Coach Brandenburg blindly. It was a
well-thought-out decision that was best for Mitch."

Morse High guard Rey Parsons was also hoping
to sign a letter of intent with SDSU, but Tigers
coach Ron Davis said yesterday that the Eastern
League's Player of the Year was still waiting for
word from the Aztecs on whether one would be
offered.
"He's definitely interested," Davis said. "We're
just waiting for them. That's where he wants to go.
They were glad to hear that a kid from San Diego
of Rey's caliber wants to stay home. That was a
plus for them and this is a p!!JS for Rey."
Parsons averaged 14.3 points, 10 ass ists and 11
steals a game for the Tigers last season. He set a
San Diego CIF record with 21 steals against Mira
Mesa.
■

■

■

JlS_l)_.~ich lost six seniors from this season's
24-6 team, expected to sign two players today and
another tomorrow.
The Toreros took advantage of last fall's early
signing date by signing 6-7 forward John Sayers of
San Jose Bellarmine Prep and 6-8 forward Keith
Colvin of Chico High.
Sayers averaged 19.2 points and 8.3 rebounds
this season and was selected Santa Clara County
Player of the Year. Colvin averaged 17 points and
12.5 rebounds for Chico, earning his team's most
valuable player award as well as all-Eastern
League honors.
/
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, ,-Lawyer speaks
on landmar~f
abortion case
By Lisu l'clrillo
Sti,rr Writer

The lnwycr who brought America
legal abortions, Sarah Weddington, is
a preacher's daughter from West
Texas whose style is to be jusl as
nice as she can be.
Even when she is picketed by
abortion foes. Even when her more
strident crilics call her a baby-killer.
"I tell them thal I'm so proud to
live in a society of law where people
h:1vf! lhti riJ!hl to dis;1grcr. drcply, hut
wll4'rt' wi • du nol forl't i one 11ii11urily

view on another," Weddington said in
an interview before speaking last
night at the Uni~o~an Diego.
Weddington ha s lougnl for
women's rights since 1972, when she
Was 26 and winning Roe vs. Wade

before the U.S. Supreme Court. That
landmark decision, granting the
right to abortion during the firsl
lhree months of pregnancy, led all
states to legalize abortion.
But despite the controversy she
draws, Weddington is no firebrand,
no Jane Fonda or Bella Abzug. Al 42,
she seems completely the minister's
daughter, the former president of her
high school Future Homemakers of
America. She sits primly on a divan
with a shawl around her as she poses
for pictures.

Weddington says she is surprised

by all this warring over abortion and
its locus on her case. There arc still
protests and celebrations on lhe anniversary of the court's decision, Jan.
22, 1973.
She is worried, she said, aboul
Reagan administration altacks on
the case. She won with a 7-2 vote, and
1111' lal.1•~1 C'lialh·nl(1' lo tlw pn ·c•4•cl4•11I

came tu r,.4 - "Still in my fovur, hut

I am concerned," she said.
"The court has ruled on abortion it
seems like about once a year, and
each time strongly states lhat it is
not the government's role," Weddington said."
There was controversy over her
appearances last night and this
morning al..JlSD._llut no picketing.
Gregg Cotler of the ug> Law
School Spea~ rs Bureau, whichs ponsored the evenl, said he has met with
opposition from some university officials over the appearance of Weddington and another recent speaker,
the still-radical Abbie Hoffman.
However, officials al the Catholic
university said they merely asked
what Wcddi11gto11's topic would be.
The Diocese of San Diego, which
sits in the heart of the campus, did
not intervene, according lo a spokes-

man for Bishop Leo Maher.
Members of the Right to Life
Council of San Diego County set up
an information table in the University Center, where Weddington spoke
last night, but no other demonstrations were held.
Inside, several anti-abortion activists were among those who listened
to Weddington describe her arguments before the Supreme Court, but
the crowd of about 100 rema;ned
quiet.

_ ·- ____ _ - ·
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· · Course on Resurrection
scheduled-at US~
AI.Z~ $ARK ~ course on the
resurrection narratives will be given April
30 and May 7 and 14 , 7-9 :30 p .m . in the
Salomon Lecture Hall, DeSales building at
the University of San Diego .
The ·course, " No Resurrect.ion, No
Christianity,'' will explore how each
Gospe_l's resurrection narrative is a finaj
statement of its Christology.
Rev·. Jack ~indquist, assistant professor
in USD's Religious Studies Department ,
will present the course, which is sponsored
by the Institute for Christian Ministries.
Pri ~~iistration fee is $15 if received by

--~>:-}. .

April 22. A $20 fe e will be cha~ged after that
date.
For further informat io n, call th e
Institut e - for Christian Mini s tri es
260-4784 .
~
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Collegians
are learning
to be in debt

'When needy students are unable to get federal
loans, the schools feel a commitment to admit
them anyway, even if that involves helping them
with their tuition'

Graduates face
growing burden
of stuf}J!1lt Joans
By J~li'£il!l.ken
Tribune Education Writer

ESIDES diplomas, graduates
in ever-increasing numbers
are lea vlng colleges and universities carrying something else a crushing amount of student-loan
debt.
1
Graduates !n 1985-86 were, on average, $7,600 m debt as the result of
student loans, according to thf 'College Board in Washington, D.C.
That's more than double the 1975-76
average of $3,700.
"We really do have to be concerned about whether we are asking
young people to take on an obligation
that may be onerous in ways we
can't expect them
to understand at
~
age 18 or 19," says
\•
a recent Congres- sional
Joint EcoCommittee
\, . '• • <~) nomic
-l..>...;;;»i." ',
',/· report.
Contributing to
the mountain of
'--""..._L..I._J student debt are
spiraling tuition costs - which have
more than tripled in the past decade
- and cuts in federal aid for higher
education.
The national statistics are reflected i~ the experiences of students graduatmg from San Diego universities
according to local financial aid om'.
cers.
Mona Snodgrass, now a graduate
student at the University of California at San Diego, quickly learned
about borrowing to finance her education. She helped pay her first year
at UCSD with a .$2,500 Guaranteed
Student Loan and a $500 National Di•
- rect Student Loan.
"In my second year, I began working in the financial aid office under a
work-study grant, and got to know
how things work," Snodgrass says. "I
didn't take out any more loans. I realized the loans would add up, and it
was better if I worked instead of taking out loans.
"But I have many friends who
graduated after five years in school
with $10,000 or more in loans" she
said. "They have to repay abou't $100
a month to get them paid off."
.Ion Frankel, UCSD Schon! of Medicine financial aid officer, says 75 to
80 percent of medical students there
receive rlnunclal aid.

B

"Tholr couno work h1 l!IO hCilVY -

they study day and night - that they
have no time for work," Frankel
says. "We're seeing students graduate from med school with a d~bt-:;{
$40,000 or more at state-supp911ed
schools, such as UCSD's, and as high
as $80,000 at private, high-tuition
schools."
The congressional committee's report, titled "Student Loans: Are They
Overburdening a Generation?" says
students in public universities and
colleges graduate with an average
debt of_$6,685, while those in private
mstitutions owe an average of $8 950
upon graduation.
'
The interest rates for federal student loans range from 7 to 9 percent
depending on when a loan was take~
out. The current rate is 8 percent.
The amount of student debt has
risen in lockstep with federal student
loans. In 1985-86, the latest period
co_mputed by the government, 4.7
million students took out $9.8 billion
in federal loanse;ompared with $3.5
Please see _LOAfS, A-G

C<>atiaued From Pa1e I
In San Diego, university tuition has
billion borrowed by 1.6 million stu- increased dramatically. At UCSD,
dents In 1975-76.
·
· annual fees in the 10-year period
Local universities say those fig- from 1976-77 to 1986-87 rose from
ures mirror conditions on campuses $636 to $1,419; at SDSU, from $170 to
here.
. . . $661. At the University of San Diego,
Although no national statistics are tuition increased from $2,604 to
available on the percentage of stu- $7,340.
dents who take out education Joans
The higher the tuition, the more
Victoria Tripa of the U.S. Depart'. likely a student is to take out an edument of Education puts the figure at cation loan. One-quarter to one-third
between 4-0 percent and 50 percent.
of students at state-supported UCSD
Students who don't take.-0ut Joans and SDSU receive some form of fi.
usually finance their education by nancial aid, but thefigure is 40 perworking, relying on their families or cent at USD, a private university.
both, says Herb Whyte, financial aid
Whyte says a number of factors
chief at the J.!DiYersily nl San Pie£Q, are causing the dramatic increases
Between 'lo percent and 75 percent In tuition.
of the students at San Diego State
"The schools have had to make up
University and USD work full- or the federal cutbacks in financial aid
part-time, officials there say. The by increasing tuition," he. says.
percentage is lower at UCSD: about ''That's because when needy students
60 percent.
are unable to get federal loans, the
. "We don't know how many fami- schools feel a commitment to admit
lies have taken out loans to finance
their children's college, either,"
Whyte adds.
Tom Rutter, UCSD financial aid
director, says sharply rising costs
have forced more students to apply
for loans.
. "Our total federal loans to approximately 3,000 students in 1985-86 was
about $10.5 million, which is around
21> times what it was 10 years ago,"
he says.
Whyte agrees with Rutter, adding
that the number of student applicants has increased greatly along
with the number of loans.
"But when you compare today's
figures with 10 years ago you have to
recognize that the student body has' ·
grown greatly in that period,'' he
says. "At USD, for example, our enrollment in 1975-76 was 2 134. Now them anyway, even if that involves
it's 4,500. So the loan am~unt rose helping them with their tuition."
proportionately."
Another problem: the $2,500-a-year
Kathie Mills, of SDSU's financial maximum loan amount available for
aid office, says 8,100 SDSU students undergraduates under the federal
received loans totaling about $16.4 Gu~ranteed Stude~t Loan program,
million in 1985-86, which she esti- which Whyte says 1S often inadequate
mates ls double what it was 10 years for poor students who are willing to
agQ. ·
.
· assume high long-term debt.
faralleling the increase in indebt"To help the needy students meet
edness has been the soaring cost of their total cost qf education, the
tuition in the nation's colleges and schools must dip into their own reuniversities over the past decade.
sources, which come from two sourcAccording to the American Coun- es, tuition revenue and private doell on Education, based In Washing- nors who contribute scholarships," he
ton, D.C., the average yearly tuition adds.
charged by private institutions in the
Cal Grants, fun<ls provided by the

Unltml :·H11t,•i. In 1000 -07

w,111

$6,lr,o,

compared with $2,467 In 1976-77.
For public universities, current
yearly tuition or fees (California
doesn't charge tuition but does have
fees), average $1,110, compared with
$479 a decade ago.
Among the most expensive universities: Harvard, Yale and Stanford.
At Harvard, for example, the annual
tuition is $11,390, compared with
$3,740 in 1976-77.
At Yale, curre_nt tuition ls $11,340,
up from $4,050 m 1976-77. Stanford
charges the highest tuition among
universities in California - $11,208,
compared with $3,810 a decade ago.
However, Jean Rosenblatt, the
.council's associate director of public
affairs, says that almost half the na!Ion's private colleges charge less
than $5,000 a year for tuition.
"When people hear about Harvard,
Yale, Stanford and other prestigious
~~versities charging over $11,000 tuibon a year, they have the misconception that most schools charge that
much," she says. "But they are very
atypical. Of the 3,000 colleges and
universities in this country, only 80
charge $10,000 or above a year in tuition."

Rlate, nre nvallubJc, on
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Whyte says 96.4 percent of students who have taken out National
Direct Student Loans through the
university are repaying them.
"We're very pleased with a default
rate that has declined to 3.6 percent,"
he says.
"At one time at USD, about 11
years ago, we had a default rate of 38
percent," Whyte adds. "The federal
government at the time made loans
readily available without emphasizing to the students that they had to
be repaid."
UCSD also reports that its present
default rate is very low.
"Over 93 percent of students who
borrowed money from UCSD are
paying it back," says Rutter, adding:
"University efforts to collect such
loans have improved in the last 10
years. This is due in part to the government tightening up its regulations
on those who take out loans; and on
our part, having the tools to do a
better job of collecting.
"In the past, it was a lot easier for
students to get away (without repayment). We're now playing hardball."
SDSU's default rate is in the same
ballpark as those of UCSD and USD
- 3. 7 percent.
One of the most controversial aspects of the administration's budget
proposals on financial aid would
drastically increase the amount of'
money a student could borrow.
Called the Income Contingent
Loan program, it would increase to
$50,000 the student-loan cap, setting
it at nearly three times the present
cap of $17,250 under the Guaranteed
Student Loan program.
Loans under the proposed program
could be st~etched over 30 years,
f;':;::r.ared with the current 10-year
Howard Fisher, UCSD financial
aid officer, who attended a recent
meeting of the Coalition of Higher
Education Assistance Organizations
in Washington, D.C., says association
members have reservations about
the Income Contingent Loan program.
"We . have problems about it,"
Fisher says. "For one thing, we're
concerned about Reagan putting
money into this program at the expense of the lo:in programs already
in place. So which one of lhe estab•
lished programs will be cut in favor
of this new, untried J(;J. program?
1

Ah10." he t1Kkt1, ''how tlu you get
basis for needy studcnl:! ullcndlng
UCSD and SDSU, as are a small num- the people to pay back the loans
ber of university-sponsored scholar- ·years· after they graduate from college?
ships.
·
"Another problem we see is the adThe local universities' financial
aid officers say they are concerned ministrative costs involved in such a
program,
keeping track of these peoabout the Reagan administration's
efforts to cut student aid, including ple long after they leave school. How
loans, grants and work-study pro- do you administer a program on such
complicated data?"
grams.
In California, legislators are conThe White House is proposing that
sidering
following Michigan's lead in
$4.5 blllicn be spent on student aid
for 1987-88, in contrast to the $8.2 bil- allowing parents to "prepay" a
child's
tuition.
lion being spent in the current fiscal
Under the program, proposed in
year.
National and local educators say bills by Assemblymen Tom Hayden,
D-Santa
Momca, and Steve Peace D·
Congress probably won't go along
with President Reagan's proposed Chula Vista, four years' worth of tuition at state universities could be
drastic cuts for fiscal 1987-88.
Janet Hansen, director of. policy purchased for perhaps as little as
$4,200.
analysis for the College Board and
The idea is to get parents to invest
author of the congressional study of
student loans, says Congress won't in a tax-free account managed by the
accept the cuts. Rutter and Whyte state in exchange for guaranteed tuition payments when their children
agree. ·
Incidentally, the number of stu- reach college age.
More than a dozen private colleges
dents defaulting on their student
loans, once a national scandal has already have created their own probeen lowered to a level that d~aws grams to woo parent who otherwise
praise from local university loan of- would send their children to less ex1
'

ficers.

pensive institutions.

1
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USO President Author and Marge Hughes at Saturday's Deans' Ball, held this year
at the Town and Country Convention Center

Marilyn and Kim Fletcher chaired the Deans' Ball, and
helped arrange for an appearance of the America's Cup.

Black-tie eyents both academic pursuits
HE UNIVERSITY of San
Diego malnll!tnN1lsfeputa'lion for spec[aJ events Saturday with the annual Deans' Ball,
held this year at the Town and
Country Convention Center.·
The black-tie benefit bore the
university's social signature treating patrons who do good for
the school very well indeed. Though

T

the party shied from the cos:;cl

mark that makes USD President's 1
Club dinners among the city's most
posh - this was a !und-raiser, alter .
all - enough attention was paid to
glossy touches to take the dinnerdance out of the rubber peas and
yawns category.
Goll-ball-size strawberries gus- '
sied cocktail-hour champagne, and
mon• of the horrn~-grown lovelies

showct.l up on pu:-isetl hors <l 'ocuvrcs

trays stuffed with cream cheese
and garnished with caviar (an unexpected taste).
Pre-dinner time could be spent
looking over a student art exhibition or visiting a special guest. The
America's Cup was flurried in by,
limo from Home Federal's vaults
- Home's Kim and Marilyn Fletcher chaired the party - for an hour's
stay guarded by USD Naval Re-.
serve Officers Training Corps mid_.
dies.
The breast of duckling (sauced'
with more strawberries) dinner
was served on rose-clothed tables
centered with cheery alstroemeria
centerpieces. John McNamara,
vice president for university relutions, was master of ceremonies
and shared the program with Monsignor Richard Duncanson, USD
President Author Hughes, academic vice president Sister Sally Furay
and dean of students Thomas
Burke.
The Old . Globe 's Jonathan

Nancy
Scott
Anderson
TRIBUNE SOCIETY EDITOR
McMurtry drew raves (and cheers)
for dessert-time Shakespeare, and
the Curt Stan Orchestra played for
dancing.
Proceeds from the Deans' Ball go
to cll';ms of thc Coll4 •~c of Arts trnil

Sciences, the School of Uuslness Admlnistra linn, the School of Educa-

tion, the School of Law and the
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing.
They are used for academic enrichment, a real need in the age of rising costs, falling dollars and burgeoning youth. The 425 guests were
reminded why they were there.
Deans attending included Joe
Pusateri (arts and sciences), Jim
nurns (hmtincss

:1drninistrnlion,

who Interrupted an Italian sabbatical for the party), Ed DeRoche (education), and Sheldon Krantz (law).
Irene Palmer (nursing) is working
in China ..
Other guests included Frank and
Linda Alessio (he's a new trustee),
Marilyn and Jim Sullivan, Peter
and Doris Hughes, Elsie and Frank
Weston, narh:1ra m•rrcra and .John

Nunes, llcrlJ and .Jane Sloccklcln,

. George and Jo Fletcher, Charlie

and Maureen King, Alex and Betty
De Bakcsy, Tom and Sara Finn,
Charlotte and Falck Nielsen, Claire
Tavares, Maggie and John Mazur,
William Doyle and Anita Figueredo, Dean and Marie Dunphy, Paul
and Iris Engstrand, and Jim and
Ruth Mulvaney. ·

A

CROSS TOWN, more acacltimi,· ~upportc•r s wc•rr

gathering lor the University
of California at San Diego's School
of Medicine Associates (SOMA)
fund-raiser. The black-tie dinnerdancc, chaired by SOMA president
Shirley Rubel, was held in La Jolla
Country Club, where some 80 guests
dined on radicchio salad and tenderloin of beef.
Bill McElroy (no relation to for1111•r

I IC:SI> dwru:dlor) 1111el his hnnd

µlayc<l for dancing at the party, the
1987 version of an annual SOMA
benefit. Formed in 1974, the group
with the clever acronym has taken
itself tu the Pops and spent a day
quaffing Culbertson champagne al
the Fallbrook winery. Such outings
support visiting lecturers as well as
bridging the operating-room gown
gap.
Ethel and Burl Aginsky were
there, as were Wayne and June
Akcson (he's acting med. school
dean), George and Lillie Brcitbard,
Blair and Georgia Sadler, John and
Priscilla Moxley, Richard and Harriet Levi, Al and Mim Sally, Glenna
Hazelton and Herbert Hudgins,
Vertis ;incl Francr.s narm1s, ft11th
Covell, Paul and Clare Friedman,
Dotty and David Garfield, Lee and
Ian Bartell, Martin and Pearl
Culler, Laurie and Michael Peters,

Tribune photo by Chris Cav:maugh

Wayne Akeson, left, Shirley Rubel and Rear Adm. Bernard Bieri at
SOMA's dinner-dance Saturday at La Jolla Country Club

Edgar and Alecia Jacobs, Charles
and Gloria Eller, William and Dec
Conway, Bobbie and George Burnett and Susan and Steven Garfin.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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/USD to host U .N .-sponsored conference on Pacific Rim issues
r .....-,' .• r
____
A wide-rangiq 1·iew of the Pacific Rim -

from the opporn:nities it presents in business
to some oi the :egion's most critical social
problems - will be offered in a United Nations-spons ored conference to be held April
23-25 at the Unive_rsity of San Diego.
The conference will attempt to give local
residents not on!,· a better understanding of
Pacific Rim countries and the issues facing
them, but also insights into how San Diego
plays a role in the region.
This is th e first time such a conference has
been held in San Diego. It is being sponsored
by the the U.N"s \'on-Governmental Liaison
Service, an office that coordinates the activities of prh·ate groups - such as community,
church and labor organizations - active in
U.N. activities.
Angus ;\I. Archer. coordinator of the liaison
service, said the conference, one of a series

held around the wor Id. also is being put on to
create a greater understanding of U.N. activities and to reach out to local groups and individuals who are concerned with U.N. issues.
The Pacific Rim was selected as the subject because of local interest, he said.
Specific topics to be discussed include:
• How private businesses can take part in
tbe U.N.'s programs in promoting the agricultural and economic development of Pacific
Rim countries.
• Pacific Rim trade and economic development trends.
• Hunger in the world.
• Population and migration trends among
Pacific Rim nations.
• Issues related to the future of children in
the Pacific.
Representatives of the U.N., the World
Bank, the World Food Program, the Food and

Agricultural Organization, UNICEF, the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees, the InterAmerican Development Bank, the U.N. Development Program and the International
Monetary Fund will participate.
The conference is being co-sponsored locally by the Southern California Division of the
United Nations Association, the San Diego
World Trade Association, tlie Sierra Club and
USO.
'
For information, contact the U.N. Association in Balboa Park at 233-3970.

lie lectures dealing with Japan.
The schedule includes: Roger Dingman,
professor of history, University of Southern
California, "The Impact of the American Occupation on Post-War Japan," 6:30 p.m. April
21; Dr. Robert J.C. Butow, professor of history, University of Washington, "FDR and
Japan: The Road to Pearl Harbor," 6:30 p.m.
April 28; Nobuo Shimahara , professor of educational sociology, Rutgers University,
"Strengths and Weaknesses of Japanese Education: Implications for America," 4 p.m.
May 4; and Dr. Hans Baerwald, professor of
political science, l"CLA, "Prime Minister Nakasone and His Successors," 6:30 p.m. May 12.
Telephone 265-5262 for location and more
information.

•••

•• •

Paci fic Rim
Jon Funabiki

The Japan Studies Institute at San Diego
Despite all its economic success, Japan still
State University is launching a series of pub- is living in the past. and that's why it contin-

ues to rack up a $58.6 billion trade surplus
with the United States. according to Kozo
Yamamura , professor of East Asian studies
and economics at the University of Washington in Seattle.
To climb out of the devastation of World
War II, the Japanese government instituted
policies that forced its citizens to work hard,
save money and accept a lifestyle bare of
luxuries or public amenities, according to
Yamamura.
The strategies obviously helped create the
Japanese economic miracle. Yet, Japanese
workers still live by the spartan codes of the
past.
Yamamura says its time for the Japanese
to realize that they have "arrived in the future but continue to behave as if they were in
the past." In other words. loosen up the purse
strings.
,, /
- ~✓ -- ,,,,,
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, Dedicated USD deans take a bow at the annual ball
D
Burl
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ean James Burns is on
sabbatical from the
University of San Diego, but
he flew home from Italy in time to
attend the second annual USD
Deans' Ball.
Irene Palmer, dean of the school
of nursing, didn't make it. She was in
China.
smoked salmon and breast of duck
She and Burns, who is dean of the
with peppered papaya and
school of business administration,
strawberry sauce.
were two of the five USD deans
Round tables in the ballroom
honored at the black-tie gala
were pretty in pink - rosy linens
Saturday night.
and Peruvian lilies.
They shared the spotlight with
Jonathan McMunry provided the
Deans Edward DeRoche, school of
after-dinner entertainment. The
education; Sheldon Krantz, school of celebrated actor said at cocktail
law; and Joseph Pusateri, college of
time that he planned to give the
arts and sciences.
crowd some Shakespeare. Any
Marilyn and Kim Fletcher were
special topics? "Lo,·e!" he said.
the couple in charge of the party at
Sunny and Erwin ~fojonnier were
the Town & Country Hotel.
there, and so were Betty and Alex
They joined Marge and USD
DeBakcsy, Maggie and Dr. John
President Author Hughes in
Mazur, the Tom Burkes, Pat and
welcoming 450 guests.
Dan Derbes, Marie and Dean
Among them were Maureen and
Dunphy, Tommi and Bob Adelizzi,
Charles King, Doris and Peter
William Jones, Celia Ballesteros, the
Hughes, Ernie and Rear Adm. Ed
Richard Keysers, and Sara and Tom
Grimm, Charlotte and Falck
Finn. (Sara was just off a plane from
Nielsen, Jane and Rear Adm. Herb
New Orleans, where she'd attended
Stoecklein, Betty and Judge Ross
a conference of the Alumnae of the
Tharp, and Eleanore and Rear Adm. Sacred Heart.)
Marshall White.
NROTC midshipmen stood by to
The Curt Stan orchestra played
escort guests from their cars to the
for dancing while guests dined on
ballroom, where young members of

measured it just now. It's 34 inches
tall."
Originally, the guards reported,
three cups of the same design were
cast in silver. The other two were
sold as art objects.
Who owns them now? Ted Turner
and Sophia Loren.

Stiff

an Diego's Hall of Science told
its members that "3-D Is
Back!" and proved it with the
premiere of "We Are Born of Stars"
at the Reuben Fleet Space Theater.
A "Return to the 1950s" party
followed the first show.
·
Guests wore cardboard spectacles
with red and blue lenses as they
watched the film projected on the
Omnimax dome. The experience,
they agreed, was "fantastic."
Among the first-nighters were
Augusta Starkey, Susan Golding and
Dick Silberman, Leni Arnhym with
her son, Robert Arnhym, and Chris
and Bob Fontana.
A Malt Shop menu and plenty of
"Shake, Rattle and Roll" music
helped set the '50s scene.
So did a cluster of vintage
automobiles, including a 1949 Ford
club coupe with a pair of fuzzy dice
dangling from its mirror, and a 1955
Chevrolet Bel Air sport coupe
equipped with even fuzzier dice . .,,,,,,,..-,,.,

S

Toe San Diego Union / Dennis Huls

Above, chairwoman Marilyn Fletcher and, at right,
Marge and USO President
Author Hughes.
the Alcala Women's Club helped
them find their tables.
In the foyer, partygoers could
view an exhibit of work by USD art
studeQts - paintings, sculpture,
graphics, and crafts.
The crowd included Elsie and
Frank Weston, Junko and Larry
Cushman, Sister Sally Furay, the
Andrew Chitieas, Linda and Frank

Alessio, the Jim Mulvaneys, Jerry
and Gil Nettleton, Sue Thomas, !'iick
Carter, Toni and Don Daley. and the
Todd Ghios.
Kim Fletcher is chairman and
CEO of Home Federal, current
custodian of the America's Cup.
That explains how the historic
trophy came to be on display at the
Deans' Ball.

Two guards, Paul Morris and
Darrell Moore, kept an eye on it
while answering guests' questions.
How old is the cup? It was
commissioned by Queen Victoria in
1848. Is this the real one? It is. How
heavy? 13.3 pounds.
"We were asked today, for the
first time, how tall it was," Moore
confided. "I had no idea, so we

11mt:)
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Colleg e Noteb ook / Rick Hazeltine

USQ in the Swing of Things Again
ost San Diego
s'~YifiEBo-M
tennis buffs regard the

collegiate
1980-81 U:niversity of San DiE;go
.
team as the county's finest.
The Toreros finished the season
ranked No. 17 in the nation and had
three future professiona ls on the
roster.
Peter Herrmann, Scott Lipton
and Terry Ward became world
ranked players with Lipton receiving the highest ranking at No. 110.
But this year's
team already has
done something
SAN
the 1980-81 team
DIEGO
not
o u 1d
COUNT Y cachieved
-defeat
West Coast Athletic Conferenc e
opponent Pepperdin e.
USD defeated No. 7 Pepperdin e
5~4 recently and defeated Stanford
6-0 after the Cardinal were ranked
No. 5 in preseason polls.
With the victory over the
Waves, USD is hoping to break into
the national rankings for the first
time since the 1980-81 season. The
team rankings will be released
today
·
The individual rankings released
Monday has the Toreros Scott
Patridge at No. 67 in the nation in
singles and the doubles team of
Patridge and Dave Stewart ranked
No. 54.
play
may
Toreros
The
Pepperdine again at the WCAC
champions hips April 24-26 at Santa
Clara. USD has never won the
conference title.
Before the season started, USD
did not look like it would have one
of its best teams. For various
reasons , from illness to academics ,
there are only seven players on the
USD roster. But those seven have
· made it through the season-so far .

"It's remarkable we got through
the season without sickness or
injury," Coach Ed Collins said. "I
guess the guys knew they couldn't
get sick or injured."
Four players signed letters of
intent to play basketball at Christian Heritage College next season.
The Hawks were 8-20 last season,
theidirst of intercolleg iate play.
John Burkhardt, a 6-foot 10-inch
sophomore center, played one season at Fullerton College before
sitting out last season.
"He's a diamond in the rough,"
said Jim Huckaby, Christian Heri·tage coach. "He's going to be a
sleeper."
Larry Lopez, a 6-7 sophomore
forward, played his freshman year
as a starter at Panhandle State in .
Okl_a homa. Lopez, from Auburn,
Cahf., :eturned to the West Coast
aft~r his freshman year and sat out
las se~son:
. J?av1d Kirksey, a 6-8, 225-pound
Junior forward, played at Cypress
College.
Steve Porter, a 5 - 11 guard :Vho
played two seasons at San Diego
City College, sat out last season.
D
Shaun Manning, Grossmont College · guard, was named to the
20-membe r Communit y College
All-Ameri can team selected by the
JC Athletic Bureau and California
Communit y College Basketbal l
Coaches Assn.
Manning (6-3, 175) attended
Christian Brothers High in Sacramento. He helped lead Grossmont
to the Pacific Coast Conferenc e
title as a freshman and to a second-place finish as a sophomore .
Both seasons, Grossmont advanced
to the Southern California Regional
· tournamen t.

Manning is considering transfe;~
ring to United States Internation al
University or Rutgers.
D
Scott Hoth
State's
San Diego
qualified for the NCAA track and
field champions hips with a hammer
throw of 201-feet ?-inches in the
recent Sun Angel Invitationa l at
Tempe, Ariz. The NCAA qualifying
mark is 200-2. Roth's throw also
set a school record. breaking the
previous mark of 199-11 set by Jim
Thiss in 1983. Hoth, a senior, had a
personal best of 189-0 entering the
meet.

D
The United States International
University hockey team received
two more letters of intent. Left
wing Troy Coulson (6-0, 180) and
center Shawn Jourdain (6-1 , 185)
will be freshmen members of the
Gulls' team next season. Jourdain
was named to the U.S. Hockey
League All-Star team that is currently touring Switzerlan d.
D
team from
softball
The women's
United States Internation al University looks as if it will defend its
West Coast Athletic Conferenc e
title. The Gulls are 6-0 in conference and have doublehead ers remaining at Nevada Reno April 29
and the University of San Diego at
home May 9.
D
The Palomar College women's
softball team is ranked No. 3 in the
state by the JC Athletic Bureau's
Coaches Poll. In the Southern California poll, Palomar is No. 2 behind
Rancho Santiago College of Santa
Ana.

------
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//Invader disturbs the seclusion of a weekend excursion
D
:;;__q5:3·

ON'T get me wrong - I don't hate rattlesnakes.
I realize that they have their place in the
world, but preferably not too near me. I learned
long ago that they're just as interested in avoiding me as
l am in avoiding them. Despite numerous inadvertent
confrontations over the years, some comical and some
terrifying, we have gone our separate and merry ways 99
percent of the time in recent years.
The one percent exception arrived Monday. To set the
scene, I was one-ninth of a two-family excursion to Martinez Lake Resort, a vacation and retirement burg set
hard on the edge of the Colorado River above Yuma.
Since Friday, the four adults and five children in our
caravan had been occupied with the normal diversions of
the area - a mix of fishing, water skiing, sightseeing and
boating.
After fishing for a few hours Monday morning, I turned
the keys to our 17-foot boat over to the rest of our party
on the condition that they would take a break in their
river play to return to the resort and pick me up at noon.
At the appointed hour we met, and as I was about to
step into the boat, the second skipper observed that there
was a "little problem_"
The problem turned out to be a four-foot long red
diamondback rattlesnake that was now sunbathing in the
bow of the boat. According to the boat's Coast Guard
certification sticker, it is rated for four adults, 600
pounds worth of people or 1,100 pounds of people and
gear.
Though there was no mention of rattlesnakes, I am
absolutely sure that the addition of a single rattlesnake
put us over the limit. In fact, I believe that any vessel,
including the USS Ranger, would be at maximum capacity when occupied by a single rattler.
When not working on its tan, our uninvited guest would
retreat to the shade of a bow seat - a place where the
childrens' thongs were stored and was often visited by
their hands. The snake would have to go.
Searching through a nearby shed, I found a 12-foot long
pole in a search for the proper tool to wrench my boat
free of the snake. Aware of our plight, the co-owner of the
small private dock we were using provided a .410 shotgun, a shovel, a rake and a handgun of unknown caliber
and origin. Should these not suffice, laser weaponry, ar-

tiI.: cry and jet fighters were just minutes away at the
N;, ·,y's Yuma Proving Grounds.
7-;hile assembling my arsenal, the snake disappeared
\l':_:e under surveillance by the unarm·ed second skipper
ar.- : his crew. Quite gingerly, we searched and unloaded
th" boat - no snake.
.,Jter convincing the crew that the snake must have
sli:...'ered over the gunwales and away from us, we relo, ied the boat in preparation of our return to the rest of
oc group and the sandbar we had staked out up river.
.\ few seconds before I would sit down behind ·the
st;-ering wheel, the second skipper observed that there

El

J;m Browii

Outd oors

was now a head peeking out from the steering console.
The snake was back.
A.iter establishing roughly 8,764 escape routes I could
use ii the operation went sour, I succeeded in lifting the
snake out of the boat with the saw. He flipped off the saw
and swam rapidly away from the dock to the shore.
Unfo rtunately for both of us, the snake slithered partially
into a crack next to the stairway leading to the ramp.
I .-ould have much preferred that he had headed .away
from the inhabitated area and into the wilds that sur- rour:d the river. I'd of gladly waved goodby and adhered ·
to our peace pact.
T:.e problem in my boat became a potential problem
for :.he nearby houses and those using the stairway and
boa: dock. Not wanting that responsibility as a result of
ha,-~, g shed my problem. I dispatched the snake with
help of the saw and the shovel.
In recounting the events of the day, it seemed likely
the snake had entered the boat much earlier. Perhaps it
had accompanied me during my early morning fishing
trip. There was little question that it had spent several
hours in the boat during the morning ski trip. With all the
nooks and crannies in the boat it may have been with us

since earlier in the weekend.
Through it all, the snake was the perfect guest, never
rattling or striking, even during the clumsy effort or
lifting it witil a saw and beheading it with a shovel.
It just seems so crowded when they decide to sunbathe
in your '?Dat.

•••

WINNERS -The San Diego Road Rangers ventured to
Walter's Camp on the Colorado River over the weekend.
Dave Patrick of Spring Valley won the 1½-day tournament with 10 bass hefting 27-4, topped by a six pounder.
Dennis Smith, also of Spring Valley, earned second place
with a 27-0 double limit.
Art Berry of San Diego topped the San Diego Strokers
·with four bass weighing 19-1 in a tournament held Saturday at Sutherland. Other anglers caught more fish but
Berry's kicker was a 12-1. A total of 19 anglers weighed
in 58 bass.

•••

Bernardino recently tied the pending world record for
spotted bass with a 9-4 landed at Lake Perris in River- _
side County. There may be few such catches in the future _
of spotted bass of any size. Florida-strain largemouths
planted illegally by fisherm en in recent years are rapidly_•
displacing the spotted bass.
■ ■ •
ARTIFICIALLY SPEAKING - Artificial reefs:: i
offshore of San Diego's beaches will be the topic of dis- ::_;
cussion April 22 in room 210 of the Universit}' of Sa~-:-·
Diego's Serra Hall. As the fifth in a ser"iesofSan Dleg'o ,·_,,
aria the Sea seminars, the event is co-sponsored by the. ,..
San Diego Oceans Foundation and USD's Marine Studies_- ..
Program.
-·--- - -· ".
California D-epartment of Fish and Game biologist ·
John Grant will lead the pa □ el with an overview of the
history and fu ture of artificial reefs. Al Bruton, past
president of the San Diego Council of Divers, will discuss the location and marine life attracted to various local
artificial reefs. Both speakers will feature slide presenta-... c
lions. For information, call 237-1221.
• ■ ■
SALTWATER REPORT - Anglers boarding open .
party boats baseq in Oceanside harbor are enjoying an
outstanding run that features ocean whitefish, rockfish,
sheepshead, sculpin and bass. Landings based in Mission
and San Diego bays continue to lead passengers on half-_
day excursions to mixed catches dominated by bonito.:
and mackerel. Bass and halibut along with a few bonito ~
and mackerel lead bay fishing.

SAN DIEGAN'S SCORE - A pair of local bass pros
surged to prominent positions in U.S. Bass Association
standings after strong performances in tournament action at Lake Powell last weekend.- First-day leader Greg
Gardner of Santee finished in third place with 24.54
pounds of bass, less than a pound behind winner Frank
Boothe of Albuquerque, who finished with 25.52 pounds. It
was Gardner's second third-place finish of the 1987 season and vaulted him into second place in the Angler of
the Year standings.
A seventh-place tournament finish (22.45 pounds)
■ I
■
moved veteran San Diego bass pro Bobby Sandberg into
FRESHWATER REPORT - Outstanding bass fishing ,;
ninth place in the race for Angler of the Year. Byron
Frankenberger of Spring Valley placed 11th at Lake at Sutherland highlighted inland fishing opportunities
over the weekend. The catch at Sutherland included 659 °·
Powell with 20.28 pounds.
_
The next and final event on the U.S. Bass circuit will bass by 855 anglers and to_taled 25 bass over five pounds _be held at Lake Mead June 20-21. The top 20 fishermen in topped by a 12-8. Neighboring Lake Henshaw enjoyed its · - the Angler of the Year standings will advance to Atlanta best run of bass this season with numerous limits and a - for the U.S. Bass World Championships, scheduled to be good showing of large fish. Bluegill are on a tear at, Wohlford and crappie are ,~owi ng up best at Cuyamaca ··:·
held later this summer on the Savannah River.
and Henshaw.
■ •
■
(Jim Brown's Outdoor.-: ,·,;•.'umn appears every Thurs- ..
ANOTHER RECORD SPOTTIE - Gil Rowe of San day in The Tribune.)
//
-
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dining and dancing for deans
As gues ts lingered in conversation, the perso nable
host cautioned them to be seated soon as there were
ro be five courses a nd three wines. Tv.·o and onehalf hours later they left the intimate dining area
contentedly satiated with an even ing o :· interesting
an and fine food.

The Deans at the UnJ;rersity of San Dieg o were
the focal point of the party 2t the T own ana Country Hotel Saturday nigh t. James Burns. dean of the
School of Business; Edward DeRoche. dean of the
School of Education; Ire ne Palmer , de an of the
Philip Y. Hahn ~hoo l o f Nurs:ng; J oseph
Pusateri, dean of the Colle~e of Arts c..:-:j Sc iences,
and Sheldon Krantz , dean o f the Sc h00 I of Law,
were the guests of honor. T:1e fund s :::.~s ed will be
used for facult y research a.r.d development in all

five schools .
\Vh ite-uniformed me mbers of the :\"2 : ~l Reser ve
O ffice rs T raining C o rp ar the hillt o~ university
escorted ladi es from their cars to the :·o yer , wher ::i
500 friends of the school g2.rhered fo: -: h2mpagn;:
and cana pes. Straw b erries ga rnishee i:he champagne flutes and we re 2lso stuffed \, i::1 ca\·iar fo r
an out-of-the-ordi nary appetizer.
1

:-..1arilyn an d Kim Fletc her (K im a ,~ ustee of th e
schoo l) co-chaired the eve n:ng, which :n-:luded dinner (w ith dancin g Cetwen courses). wel.:oming
remarks from US D Presid:::11 Auth o: Hugii.es an d

Kim Fletcher, biographi cal sketches and introductions of the five dean s by Sister Sally Furay a nd
Thom as Burke, and readings from Shakespeare b y
Jonathan McMurtry. The kitchen at the Atlas
Hotel s received admiring comment by guests for
the dinner m enu of smok ed salmon tartare in artichoke bottoms, lem on sorbet, breast of duck with
papaya and strawberry sauce, green salad, fresh
fruits and cheeses, chocolate truffles and cordials.
Seen in the crowd ; Betty and Alex DeBakcsy,
Laurie and Roger Josep h, Sara and Tom Finn,
\1aure en and Charlie King , the Charles La pses , the
James Sullivans, the Cha rles Reilys, Betty and Ross
Tharp , \1aggie and John Mazur, Elsie and Frank
Weston, Judy Keelin, the Herb Stoec kleins, Anita
and Bil! Doyle, Claire Tavares, the Steve Bon kers
seared with the Marc Sandstroms, Karen Miller,
Tommi and Bob Adelizzi , Linda and Frank Alessio
(Linda in ivory stain jacquard Oscar de la Renta),
Celia Ballesteros, the Douglas Mooneys, Clare
White, the Jim Mulvaneys and the Richard
Keysers.

.-\,uthor and Marge Hughe s

Laurie and Roger Joseph

Photos
by
Pablo Mason

Th e party was called the Dean's Ball. In reality
the format was that of a testimonial dinn er dance,
and, alt hough very pleasing to the guest, all of
whom a ttended because of their interest in the
school, pe rha ps in future years it should be renamed the Dean's Dinner Dance .
J anet Galli so n is so cict~· columnist for th e Li ght.

frank A lessio

:vf arilyn SuH iYan
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.American art from Australia;
By _JANET GALLISO:0n con , -:" ,~Our . i'iite re st in things Au str ~-lia
it,
tinues _;_ the Americ a' ; Cup challenge fostered
that the
er
but so many from here ._;sited down und
olla
J
La
The
e.
iaterest and infusio n continu
n
M.tlseUm of Contem pornry Art's current exh ibitio
, an
is "ano ther fascina ting exam ple of th is interest
a co leXamination of someone watchin g us 1 what
nt ih
lCCtor in anothe r country choose s as importa
art created in this country in this decade.
ion of
Those choices , the Smo rgon Famil y Collect
rne,
Cont empora ry American Art from Melbou
when the
were th e objects of 2.u ention last week
m had
corpora te benefac rnrs group of the mu seu
on
One of their evenings togethe r, an exhibiti
preview and to ur followed by din ne r.
put
; The corpora te benefac tors group was
~lettogethe r two years ago by" Heathe r and Jack
joined
. calf. Membe rs Colene and Ivor Royston
ion .
with the grou p in toro to spo nso r this exhibit

,. '

we re
In small groups for the exhibit ion tours
ers,
Diane and Chris Calkins, t he James Schneid
and Tim
Ph vllis and Stephe n Pfeiffe r, Anne
Gail
Farrell,
Moo re, Donna and Jim Askins, Anne
rd and
D arracq and Pat Spragu e . Molly Sheppa
were
Ch ris Mc Kellar and Laurie and Roger J oseph
the lat e
there (Laurie , daught er of Kaddie and
cousins),
Do uglas Scripps McKell ar, and Chris are
and Jo y
as were Kay Bowlen and Gerald Kadi sh
and Jack Phelps ..
hted
Hugh Davies gave one of the tours and delig
in addihi s liste ners by sharing his persona l tastes,
s. Some
ti on to his scho la rly assessm ent of the work

So cia l Sc en e

nist's
be li ked much better than others. Colum
0
rv1en in
cho ice: a powerf u l Robert Longo titl ed
for
io
pat
rance
ent
museum
the
in
Gather ing
well wo rth seei ng th e colwelco me t he Cities: Final Li fe , "
champa gne and convers ation and to
y Yard le ction for it alone.
guests were the Roy,w ns, the Metcal fs , Sall
Sue and
Case ,
and mu seum direcrnr Hu gh Da\·ies a nd
Susie and Rob Lankfo rd, Andi e and John
of the
n) , an d
Charles Edward s. S:re is current pres id ent
Jean ne Lawren ce (La rry was out of tow
,
mood
museum
1he
d
reflecte
museum board and
a n joined the gro up at
ing just Les li e and Michael Krichm
deserve dly one of pride a nd pleasu re in haY
a nd George H a uer.
ful G eo rge's At the Cove . Pau la
announ ced th e resul:..s of a recent, high ly success
rs me mb ers, ho sted th e dinnei
facto
ne
be
rporate
co
the
of
rd
estau ra nt .
and qui et fu nd •rai s.!11g effo rt with the boa
a t thei r aw ard-win ning Prospe c t Str eet
ion.
mus eum con tributI:-.g- a to tal of Sl.S mill
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_~i!J host growth forum

7

.
' l '7 5 <..:.,
Aftei"mo'nttis of extensive plann- select and develop the issues for
ing by a nwnber of the top minds at public debate.
Deans on the committee are Ray
the UniY.£rsity of~ Diego, USD is
ready to present the saii Diego Brandes, School of Graduate and
Continu ing Educati on; James
community its first USDForwn.
The USDForum will provide the Burns, School of Business Adcommunity with a much-needed ministra tion; Edward DeRoche,
public arena to tackle the region's School of Education; and Sheldon
most pressing issues in a compell- Krantz, School of Law.
Krantz, who chairs the commiting, dramati c setting.
said, "at present, there are no
tee,
On May 13 at the Lycewn
ng forwns of high -quality
continui
agwill
rwn
Theatre, the USDFo
and discuss the signifidebate
to
gressively seek answers to this oftfacing San Diego. This
issues
cant
asked but difficult question:
these issues often are
that
means
in
ents
governm
local
all
"Should
policy makers with
by
ed
address
the San Diego Region adopt a coortion or are not adinforma
limited
Plan
dinated Growth Manage ment
all.
at
dressed
which actively limits growth? "
USD intends to fill that void.
In the tradition of public televi- After the pilot program on growth,
sion's "The Advocates," recogniz- the USDForum plans to tackle two
ed experts on both sides of the issues a year. Morality in public of~
growth issue will be questioned on · fice, border issues and airport loca· the ''witness stand" by USD law tion are among the topics being
school facility.
considered for subsequent forums.
"Univer sities can make an enore
Key membe rs of the audienc
contrib ution to public
mous
the
in
part
take
to
will be able
discussion by use of other formats understanding by breaking down
used successfully on public televi- the tradition al walls that surround
. academ ia and take their teaching
sion programs.
Study guides, reflecting researc h expertis e to the community at
favoring and opposing growth con- large," Krantz added.
Staff from the Old Globe and the
trols. are being developed by USD
Diego Reperto ry theaters have
San
faculty for publication at the time
retained to assist in producbeen
um.
of the USDFor
set design of the first
and
tion
be
will
orum
T he USDF
forum.
a
as
charge
of
free
presented
More details of the May 13 forum
public service to San Diego. Invitations will be mailed to selected are forthcoming. If more informapublics to achieve a represen tative tion is needed now, please contact
/
John Nunes at 260-4682 .
audience.
,
USD Preside nt Author E . Hughes
1
said. "the USDForum is aimed at
helping San Diegans build a better 1
I
future for themsel ves."
i
Last summer , Hughes formed a·
Forum organizing committee. He
2. ppoint ed faculty and administrators to the committee to

La Jolla, CA
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The 1..Jniversjty'.10.f;&m Dies<> is
offering a summ er sport s car:1p
progr am at its beautiful campus
overlooking Mission Bay.
Resident and day camp s a:-e
available for girls and boys ir.
basketball, soccer, tennis, co:npetitive swimming, girls volle~ball
and softball, football and weigh t
training for athle tes .
Call 260- 4803 or write USD
Summ er Spor ts Cam ps , Alca a

f
Park, San Diego , C~}?l~
more information . . -:'J.-: 0 -
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USD Deans Share Hono rs
t!9n, With Bonus
at Recep
_,,.--.
7

bandleader Curt Stan can be found
SAN DIEGO-Perh aps as a symbol of the quest for excellence that
in the science laboratories at USO,
it expects of the deans of its five
where Is he a professor of biology.
schools, the University of San
Master of Ceremonies John Mc Diego displayed the Amer!Ca'sCup
Namara, vice president for univeral the cocktail reception that presity relations, set the tone for the
ceded the third annual Deans' Ball,
formal portion of the program with
given Saturday at the Town & his opening remarks. "We celeCountry Hotel's Atlas Ballroom for
brate our good fortune in having
400 guests.
men and women of the highest
The gleaming silver trophy made
quality who have brought us to our
FletchKim
of
the scene courtesy
academic prominence today," he
er, who, in addition to sharing ball
said.
The deans were honored specifichairmanship duties cally and at length later in a joint :
with his wife, Marilyn, SAN
presentation made by university
is chairman of Home DIEGO
Provost Sister Saliy Furay and
Federal Savingsamf COUNTY
Loan Assn., the cur- - - - Dean of Students Thomas Burke.
rent custodian of lhe cup. Though That came after President Author
the trophy arrived with some cere•
Hughes amused the audience by
mony (il made the short trip from
explaining the roles of various
was
and
limousine)
by
downtown
officials within the university.
flanked by both uniformed guards
"It's up to the deans to see that I
and a pair ot USD Navy ROTC talk but ·not think, and that the midshipmen, not everyone took !acuity thinks but doesn't talk," he
immediate notice of its presence. said.
More than one cream cheese- and
A further family connectioncaviar-stuffe d strawberry (yes,
that bet ween Furay and the Old
when
floor
the
to
fell
really)
Globe Theatre-res ulted .In the
passing guests caught sight of lhe surprise post-dinner entertainbulletproof
the
In
ungainly creation
ment. Jonathan McMurtry, a regucase and realized thal they were in lar Globe performer ~e played the
lhe presence of the cup that title role in last su mer'• "Tarlaunched a thousand ships.
Pleuuee SOC ETY, Pace 18
i
Foou1 of Attention
The brightest spotlights, howev • ·,
er, fell on the four USO deans
present If il was their duty lo serve
as the focus of attention, it was
their privilege lo share in the loot
The ball's proceeds will be divided
evenly among the deans, to be used
lo further any academic purposes
they may choose. Several expect to
use some of lhe proceeds to fund
scholarships. Representing their
schools were C. Joseph Pusateri of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
James M. Burns of the School of
Business Administration, Edward
F. De Roche of the School ·of
Education and Sheldon Krantz of
the School of Law. Irene S. Palmer,
who will be retiring this summer as
dean of the Philip Y. Hahn School
of Nursing, did nol attend.
The evening was something of a
family affair, since the guest !isl
included many of the university's
longtime friends and supporters.
There was even a family connection with the orchestra lhal played
between courses in the smoked
salmon and duck breast dinner.
When he is not waving his baton,
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tuffe"), offered what he modestly
called " 15 minutes of Shake speare." The rolling recitation of
monologues, sonnets and soliloquies included bits from "Two
Gentlemen of Verona" and "The
Tempest."
The guest list included Assemblywoman Sunni Mojonnier and
her husband, Efwin:"They underwrote the floral centerpieces. Also
present were Councilwoman Celia
Ballesteros; Mary and Dan Mulvihill; Betty and Al DeBakcsy; Linda
and Frank Alessio; Pat and Dan
Derbes; Doris and Peter Hughes;
Ernie and Edward Grimm, Jane
and Herb Stoecklein; Elsie and
Frank Weston; Maureen and
Charles King; Marie and Dean
Dunphy; Tommi and Bob Adelizzi;
Claire Tavares; James and Kathy
Burns, and Ruth and Jim Mulvaney.
□

· The atmosphere wasn'l quile as
lense as al lhe Academy Awards,
but nonetheless, a certain nervous
electricity pulsed through the
Sheraton Harbor Island's Grand
Ballroom on Thursday when the 10
finalists for the Tom Sefton Outstanding Young Citizen Award for
1986 gathered with about 250
friends and community leaders for
the San Diego Junior Chamber of
Commerce's 41st annual Outstand•
ing Young Citizen Award dinner.
The finalists looked pleased,
flushed and excited as they greeted
well - wishers during the cocktail
reception, but they looked mostly
as If they were ready to get down to
the business of the award presentation. None claimed to have a speech
prepared, but, If so, why did several
seem to be practicing their remarks
when they should have been engaging in cocktail chatter?
The list was balanced between
men and women, and the smart
money was betting that the odds
fa vored a female win; the only
other woman to take the award was
Lynn Schenck, who captured it in
1975, the first year that women
were placed in competition.
As It happened, the smart money
did collect the wagers , but not until
after the unfolding of a long and

rather meantngrul ceremony. After

various speakers offered tributes
(soon -to-depart Councilman William Jones, the 1983 award winner,
gave a particularly stirring keynote address), the finalists were

introduced to sustained bursts or
applause.
They were attorney Rob Butterfield; Navy Chief Petty Officer
Victoria Krink e; attorney Don
McVay; development project manager Connie Postma, San Diego Gas
& Electric regional governmental
affairs advocate L.F. Schott; San
Diego Chargers tight end Eric
Sievers; KFMB public affairs director Marla Velasquez, and public
relations specialist Gina Zanotti.
Finalists Steve Vaus and Bree
Walker were not present.
Master of Ceremonies Robert M.
Arnhym did a good job of stretching the suspense-and the finalists '
nerves-almo st to the breaking
point, but when the moment of
truth arrived, a breathless Maria
Velasquez made her way to the
podium to accept the award from
the 1985 Outstanding Young C1t1zen, Reese Jarrett. Velasquez
stands to be nam ed one of the 10
outstanding young citizens of the
United States, should she first take
the honors for California.
The din ner committee included
Margaret Boniface, Kristie and

Steve Whitman , Pegg y Ca RR<-1.

Fran Maday, Alex Toth, Dan McAllister, and S.D. Junior Chamber
President Chuck Salas.

□

LA JOLLA-Earl ier the same

evening, the La Jolla Museum of
Contemporary Art called together
its corporate benefactors for a
sneak preview of th e "Smorgon
Family Collection of Contemporary
American Art," an exhibition of
1980s works collected by the leading industrial famil y of Melbourne,
Australia.
Fifty or so guests assembled for
cocktails In the museum court, and
later, after tours of the exhibition,
adjourned for a multlcourse banquet at George's at the Cove.
Museum director Hugh Davies
explained that he found a happy
symmetry in choosing the corpo rate benefactors group as sponsors
or this particular show, simply
because the Smorgon f.amily Is so
important in business Down Under.
Among those present were partial exhibit underwriters Ivor and
Collette Royston, and preview dinner organizer Heather Metcalf with
her husband, Jack. Other guests
were Angela and Reint Re inders ,
Jeanne and Larry Lawrence, Susie
and Rob Lankford , f' ,,ula and

George Hauer, Diane ancl Chri s

Caulkins. Leslie Simon and Michael
Krichman, Anne anct Tim Moore,
Donna and J im Askins, and Laurie
'
and Roger Josephs

Oc ean sid e, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Bla de Trib une
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Cas ey, dir ect or of Ma rin e
Stu die s
at the UIJ).versity of San Die
go, will
dis cus s sea7 6I'i ent etl- --a
ctiv itie s
Th urs day , April 23 at 7:30
p.m . at
the La Costa bra nch
of the
Ca rlsb ad City Lib rar y.
Th ere is ro cos t, but ear ly
res ervat ion s are ~equired. Call
260-4681.
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Refl ecti ons
'Everyone seemed to fall in love with the nuns, I don't think they had ever seen one before.'
Sister Virginia McMonagle says anyone who thin 1(s
religious life is monotonous is all mixed up. The
6j-year-old nun has tended the sick in Bombay,
climbed Mt. Sinai, shot the rapids of the Grand
Canyon in a raft, and recently spent her vacation
working in a Honduras poorhouse and orphanage.
She began her work as an u n teaching and mothering
boarding-school girls in Seattle. She thinks she saw
enough pranks and crises during her 38 years as a
teacher and principal to fill JOO best-sellers. When
her French holy order came out of cloister in the late I 960s, McMonagle became the principal of a Catholic
school in El Cajon and started taking vacations
around the world. Now in her 10th year as head of
constituent relations at Univer~f San Diego, the
loquacious and downright merry Sacred Heart nun
plans conferences and parties and works as a liaison
with advisory boards, trustees and parents. She lives
in a campus residence surrounded by about 900
students. She says she doesn't think she could sleep
without noise-she has been living in school dorms
for more than j Oyears. She was interviewed by Times
staff writer Nancy Reed and photographed by Peter
B.McCurdy.

y sister is a nun and my brother is a Jesuit,
and my father always wanted
grandchildren. So I told him, "Well, Pop, if
you think you can handle the scandal, I'll see what I
can do."

M

I entered in 1940, and we were a cloistered order
up until 1969. So I kept quiet. We could only speak
curing a half-hour recreation, or to the children
and their parents ( at school) . It was an old
::ionastic custom from the time of the Middle Ages
until Vatican II.
·,
For almost a year after the change, we wore
short habits and modified headgear, and then went
into lay clothes. It was like taking my skin off the
first time I did it, but now I would never go back.
The starched caps used to rub my ears.
We were allowed to have vacations for one week
a year for the first time. So I called all my friends
who had yachts in Seattle and I borrowed a home in
L'ie San Juan Isl ands-my parents used to take us
L'iere. Some of the nuns hadn't been out of the
convent for over 65 years.
We were still in habit at the time. Before we
went, I saw an ad in the paper for bathing suits for a
collar each, so I picked up 38 in every size and
, hape and put them on the community room table
ro when they came in for a spiritual reading they
saw all these things in bright colors. If you could
::ave seen them-we hit the island with these
modern bathing suits. I got them to wear them. It
was fun .
When the natives of the privately owned island
5<.W 38 nuns arriving in long, black habits on three
yachts, they couldn't believe it. Everyone seemed
to fall in love with the nuns, I don't think they had

ever seen one before. So they thought they would
have a tea for us. They wanted to do something
.
very special-so they flew in an Anglican bishop to ·
speak.
:..:
I had had the nuns go through discarded tennis ' . ~ !
shoes at the school to bring on the trip. So when we -~went to the tea, there we were looking like a bunch
of penguins in red tennis shoes. I was trying to be ,:
serious-they were being so proper-and it was so ;:
funny to us.
· ·- • .
It was our first vacation.
We make a vow to work in education and I made
a vow of poverty, chastity and obedience and
stability-that I would remain in our order until -·. " ·'
death . I don't ever give it a thought. When I was
principal, the students would vote for the crankiest, ·'"
prettiest nun, etc., and they voted me the happiest .~:;;
nun. I have as much fun now as when I was 21. __ .. .
In the '60s, a lot of people left. Two of my best .", ~,
friends did. It was devastating, but we keep close~ .. ,. ;
women who leave, it is not a disgrace as it was in the past.
· - ~.,.'.
My mother always bragged, "I gave God my
.
100%." Yet I wasn't allowed to go to her funeral · _·• \
because I was cloistered. My sister and I climbed on ·.~
the roof of our convent and watched with
· ··
binoculars.
- -0: ,,:
And now I give cocktail dinner parties for the . ~• •
university president. So life has changed
· ,·· •''
considerably. It is an interesting time to be alive . .. .

L _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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MERGENCY: The luckless
Padres could certainly use
·
some help. But it sounds like
desperation to me. On Wednesday,
management tells us, baseball fans
certified in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation may attend the Padres
game free. Just show the CPR card
at the gate. (And go directly to the
clubhouse?)
SEOUL MAN: La Jolla's Charlie
Jones, who'll be broadcasting the '88
Olympics from South KJrea for
NBC, is home from his first and only
dress rehearsal. He broadcast the
World Cup Marathq_n from Seoul.
And Jones~who con~es·some early
skepticism, has btcome an avid
Seoul man. "It's fantastic," says
Jones. "Maybe the most magnificent
Olympics ;;ite ever." Of course, the
South Korear,s started from scratch.
And labor costs are on their side. In
ihe main complex, says Jones,
they've bt.ilt a stadium for 100 000. a
diving stadium for 4,500, a
' ·
t>asketball gyunasium for 20,000,
and a box ing arena that seats 7,500.
Cost: _$125 million - roughly what it
took Just to refurbish Yankee
Stadium. But then everything's
cheaper in Seoul, notes Jones.
Reeboks cost $11.
MORNING MOUTH: There's a
spring wedding planned in the
Dominelli family. Friends say
Jerry's kid brother, Victor, will have
a big Italian wedding in Chicago
!Vfoy 23. Jerry may have an
in~i~2ti,Jn, but prison sources say it's
un.!kely he could arrange a furlough
to attend .. . . Dale Ride, astronaut
Sally's dad. will introduce Lee
Grissom May 16 at Hotel InterContinental when Grissom gets
SDSU's Alumnus of the Year award.
Ride and Grissom serve together as
State University trustees ... . U.S.
Ambassador to .Mexico Charles

Pilliod will keynote the Annua1
Briefing Session for Journalists
sponsored by UCSD's Center for U.S.
and Mexico Studies here in July. It's
billed as Pilliod's first U.S. speech
since he succeeded John Gavin as .
Mexico Ambassador .... Marketing
research man Ron Schneider
"
announces his candidacy for Bill
Cleator's council seat tomorrow .
SCHOOL TIES: USD's John Nunes,
wearing an old scho6I hat, is
',
rounding up Crawford High grads
for a 20-year reunion. So far, he
knows two 1967 grads who can't
make it to the July 18 party at the
Sheraton-Harbor Island. One, the SD
Zoo's Joan Embery, will be in Kenya
on safari. Another is doing 91 years
in state prison on a rape-torture
conviction .... Yet another Crawford
High grad, Eric Schulze, is putting
his state time to better use. Eric, /
son of politico Evonne Schulze, is in
his fourth year of medical school at
UC San Francisco. He's just been
awarded the Chancellor's Graduate
Fellowship for excellence in
research (genetic) .... Add proud
mamas: Lillian Coons is collecting a
hefty stack of tearsheets on her son,
Richard, who came up out of Point
Loma High and SDSU. At 39, he's
portfolio manager for Alliance
Technology, the first quarter's No. 3
mutual fund performer. On April 6,
Coons was cited in The New York
Times, Barron's and USA Today.
Last month, he was quoted in
Investor's Daily and US. News &
World Report.
QUOTEWORTHY: Mayor
O'Connor's tour of the Tijuana
border, with colleagues from the
U.S. Conference of Mayors, has won
her high praise in Mexico's national
newspaper, Excelsior. In his column,
Jorge Bustamante says O'Connor
helped persuade the mayors that
militarizing the border would be
unproductive. "Mrs. O'Connor didn't
conduct her tour for love of Mexico
... but in the interest of her own
community, and this interest is
linked to harmonious relations with
her neighboring community," writes
Bustamante. "To see this interest as
something inherent to rational
international relations is not
something evident or automatic. It
requires a vision beyond prejudice,
an ability to see a very simple truth
in the tangle of myths."
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USD's $10 Million Apartments On Schedule For September Opening
The University of San Diego's $10 million, sixbuilding apartment complex, designed by Schoell
and Paul Planning and Architecture, is on schedule for occupancy in September. The 156-unit project, built by C.A. Larson Construction Co., offers

one- and two-bedroom apartments. Residents will
have access to study and conference rooms, a
laundry facility, bike storage buildings and tennis
courts. Each apartment will be wired for -terminal
hook-up to the campus academic computer.
_./
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,<High-tech industry offers lesson to leam
By MICH AEL KINSM AN

Copley News Service
ies, if
There is_a valuable lesson to be 1eamed from high-tech industr
notes.
take
and
closely
look
just
would
American business
d on
High-tech businesses are the ones that have been fostere a hot
boast
can
that
ones
the
are
They
hope.
on
built
inspiration and
product one day and an obsolete business the next.
And, they are the ones that see a future.
f San
Charles J. Teplitz, a management professor at the U_!!ixersity...a ssire
busine
can
Ameri
of
ms
Diego, believes that the productivity proble
of its past.
rooTe ainllte worker/employer relations that have evolved out
"High"Most companies seem to reflect on the past," Teplitz said.have the
don't
nies
compa
ech
High-t
future.
the
to
tech companies look
ago for
people who were there 30 years ago ... tt,erc is no 30 years
them."
of
The productivity of American industry has long been a source
minor
years,
few
past
concern for business and political leaders. Over the
the leaping
domestic gains in productivity have been overshadowed by
advances of foreign competition.
ents
"High-tech businesses are used to change and can make adjustm and
tition
compe
more
have
"They
said.
Teplitz
,"
others
most
than
faster
if they
they have to find a way to become superior to their competitors
are going to survive ."
jolted to
The domestic steel and auto industries are two that have been
the realization that they are competing on a worldwide scale. we think
"We'r e starting to find ourselves in the position that unless ers will
about productivity improvement today, the viability of our produc
·
be in troubl e," he said.
for innovation . I think we're still
tion
reputa
a
had
has
ry
indust
"U .S.
me and the United States will
overti
come
of the opinion that change will
can think about that any
we
think
don't
I
ship.
leader
the
in
still be
longer ."
more out
A unified spirit is necessary for American companies to get

·
of their workers, Teplitz said.
adopt for
nies
compa
rds
standa
the
from.
comes
m
proble
Part of the
·
·
production workers.
goo~ pace
"Somehow, somewhere, our engineers determine what is a that1f
you
know
you
r,
worke
a
for our production," Teplitz said. "As
able."
accept
be
will
it
rd,
standa
certain
perform at a
_ve c~ip.
There exists, though, little incentive to work ~t a more effecti tion
produc
for
larly
particu
rare,
are
ition
recogn
Monetary and peer
.
·
employees.
r why you should
wonde
and
rs
worke
fellow
"You look around at your
standard,'"'
typical
a
is
thinks
ement
manag
the
what
than
harder
any
work
not, they
or
it
plan
rs
worke
er
Teplitz said. And, often wheth
rkers.
co-wo
slower
of
that
match
to
pace
their
down
slow
y
sciousl
subcon
,
ement
manag
on
blame
the
of
much
too
Teplitz is cautious not to lay
up
pick
to
failed
have
ers
manag
some
that
believe
does
although he
constructive suggestions offered by underlings.
not
"Mana gemen t tends to listen, nod in agreement and then ted,
frustra
e
becom
ers
"Work
said.
implement these ·suggestions," he
to the
then they stop making suggestions. All of a sudden we're back
'we/they' syndrome."
ement
Teplitz fears that if lines continue tQ be drawn between manag
States.
United
the
in
y
econom
and workers, it will result in a total service
ement
He insists that workers probably have more to give ,than manage their
improv
to
ty
capaci
have
expects of them. Some employees
productivity more than others, be claims.
"We
"We should n't put up a barrie r to stop these people ," he said.
work
to
ves
incenti
the
them
give
and
s
abilitie
their
should recognize
·
, harder ."
help increase productivity, but
may
rds
standa
Incentives and tiered
which the
Teplitz cautions not to use a carrot-and-stick approach in do better,
them
Help
carrot.
the
with
up
s
catche
employee never quite
but don't punish them if they don't, he says.
n,7at
"Work ers want to believe they are part of the organ izatio
.
they're not just anothe r machi ne," he said.
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/ Ljhz;a,riJo ho st talk abou
t sea
Or

. R~ h~ rd Ca sey , dir ect or
of ma rin e stu die s at the Un
ty of Sa n Diego , will dis
ive rsi cus s the sea -or ien ted ac
th- itw san d cu rre nte ffo rts to fur the
r develop Sa n Diego as
the "oc ean 's
cap ita l of the world" in a
pre sen tat ion Mo nda y at
the La Co sta
bra nch of the Ca rls bad
Lib rar y .
Th e tal k, wh ich is fre e an
d open to the public, is pa
rt ofU SD 's
Inv isib le Un ive rsi ty pro
gra m in wh ich com mu nit
y ~~sTn:
ter est ed in lea rni ng ab ou
t cu rre nt iss ues ho st eve nin
g me eti ng s
in nei gh bo rho od lib rar ies
or pri va te residences. A
mi nu te tal k by an inf orm
30-to-45ed un ive rsi ty spe cia list
follows.
Dr. Ca sey is a gra du ate
of Sa n Die go Sta te Un ive
ob tai ned his do cto rat e in
rsi ty an d
biology at the Un ive rsi ty
of So uth ern
Ca lifo rni a. He wa s als o a
fac ult y me mb er at bot h No
rth rid ge an d
Rice un ive rsi tie s before
joi nin g the fac ult y at US
Q ..
Ca sey is a me mb er of the
Na tio nal Oc ean og rap hic
tio n, the Am eri can So cie
Associaty of Oc ean og rap hy and
the Am eri can
As soc iat ion for the Ad van
cem
Fo r mo re inf orm ati on , ple ent of Science.
ase con tac t Joh n Nu nes ::i.
t 260 -46 82 .
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-iI_sn triumphs against
l}iego State, 7-4
San,;;2. /5"7
C. f

San Diego State used nine pitchers
in a 7-4 loss to the University of San
Diego in a non-conference game last
night at Smith Field.
John Hemmerly (4-3) started for
the Aztecs (27-20-1), but did not make
it through the first inning. The
Toreros (26-16} scored three runs in
the first inning and three more in the
third.
Pat Fitzsimons (4-2) went seven
innings to win. Sean Baron had three
hits for the Toreros. Chris Bwy added
two hist and two RBI.

COMMUNITY-COLLEGE BASEBALL - Troy Kent struck out 16 to
lead ·Southwestern College by visiting Imper1al Valley College, 8-3. in
Pacific Coast Conference play.
The winners are 13-14-1 and 11-4-1.
Kent is 7-5. Second baseman Rudy
Rodriguez went 4-for-5 and shortstop
Jim Wold went 2-for-2 and scored
twice for the Apaches.

Palomar 8, Grossmont 5 - Palomar (12-14, 8-7) scored three in the
top of the eighth to break a 5-5 tie
with Grossmont. Dub Kruse had two
hits and four RBI and Scott Anderson
had three hits for Palomar. Mike
Ponio (7-4) struck out six and went ,
·
the distance for the victory.

San Diego City 18, Saddleback 9 The Knights, leading 12-9, scored six

•

Local Briefs
in the top of the ninth. Saddleback
used six pitchers. The Knights had 22 :
hits, and scored five runs in the third
and four in the sixth.
GOLF BENEFIT - A $25 benefit
two-club golf tournament and party
will be staged at Mission Bay Golf .
Course, 6 p.m. tomorrow to help defray medical costs for former Chargers running back Jeff Queen, who .
suffered a stroke in December. For
further information, call 274-8842.
LOCAL GOLF - Brett Blease
shot an even-par 72, at Torrey Pines
South course yesterday to lead Mesa
to victory over Saddleback and Palomar in the final Pacific Coast Conference match of the season. Mesa
(374) be.at Saddleback by 12 strokes.
Palomar was third at 399.

:
,
.
:
,
,

BENEFIT AUCTION - Mac Hud- :
son and Joe Bauer will be guest auc- ·
tioneers for Saturday's Patrick .
Henry High football booster club .
auction in the Stadium Club at San .
Diego Jack Murphy Stadium. The :
auction ($5 admission) begins at 7 ,
p.m. and proceeds will go toward '.
paying debt incurred when lights :
were installed on the football field. ·/

I
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,~USD turns record five double plays on Aztecs
~:TheUniversity of San Diego baseball team equalled a school •

: :i:'Qfrord by tµming five double plays Tuesday, and Torero batters
, J,¢orched nine San Diego State pitchers for 12 hits , lifting USD to a
~ 7~4 non-conference win over the Aztecs at Smith Field. Torero •
~ ~ e'cond baseman Chris Bwy had the keys hits in a pair of three-run
:: o·u tburst s Tuesday, giving USD an early 6-1 lead. Bwy had the only
. 'hit - an RBI double - in the first inning, then drove in a run with
: a single in the third. USD turned its five double plays in the game ·s
:_first six innings. The Toreros improved to 26-)6, while SDSU
,__
· dropped to 27-20-1.
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College
concerts 1Jt
show range

j __)

By William E. Fark
Special to the Times·Ad,·ocate

Music on campus this spring ranges
from jazz to avant-gard e to classical.
Local jazz fans will receive presidentia l
treatment. Legendary jazz pianist George
Shearing, wh.o has played at the White
House for three presidents - Gerald
Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan will perform at San Diego State University.
Shearing will play a wide selection
from his vast repertoire, including jazz
standards and new works. Don Thompson will provide piano and bass accompaniment, and the SDSU Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Bill Yeager, will join the duo
for part of the show. Shearing will also
conduct a musician's clinic on campus.
George Shearing will play at 7:30 p.m.,
April 28 in SDSU's Montezum a Hall.
Tickets are available at the Aztec Center
on campus and through Ticketmas ter. He
will also conduct a music clinic at 2 p .m.,
the same day in Room 114 of the Music
Building. Admission to the clinic is free
with a concert ticket. For informatio n on
these programs, call 265-694 7.
SDSU will also feature classical music.
Anna Marie McDermot t will play a piano
recital this weekend.
McDermot t began playing the piano at
age five, and was accepted as a scholarship student at the Manhattan School of
Music five years later. She made a profess
sional debut at age 12, with the National
Orchestral Association and has been con certizing ever since.
In addition to guest artist appearanc es
with major symphonie s across the nation
and playing with the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, she performs
Thursday, April 23, 1987 North Gounty Magazine

Jazz piano legend George Shearing .

Laura Hunter will play at UCSD.

with sisters Maureen (cello) and Kerry
(violin) as the McDermot t Trio.
Anna Marie)\1cD ermott will perform
at 7 p.m., April 26 in .S mith Recital Hall
at SDSU. Tickets arP. available through
the Aztec Center box office and at the
door. Call 265-6031 for additional infor·
·
mation.

Before the concert, Lytle, Hunter and
two of the composers whose works v.ill be
performed , will discuss the program in
the reception area outside the auditorium.
A M M, a radical musical quartet from
England, will play on the Wednesday
evening concert series at UCSD. The
group, which began 21 years ago as a pioc
neer in musical improvisat ion, has continued to experimen t with form and style.
A M M will play at 8 p.m:, April 29 in
Mandeville Auditorium . Tickets for the
two UCSD programs are available
through Ticketmas ter, at the ArtsTix
booth in the Spreckels Theatre and at the
door. Call 534-5404 for informatio n.

The University of California San Diego
.
will follow a contempor ary score.
A saxtravaga nza will be next on the
concert series featuring the Bosendorfe r
piano. San Diego saxophonis t Laura
Hunter and pianist Cecil Lytle will be
joined by three other saxophonis ts and a
vocalist/pe rcussionist in a program of
·
contempor ary music.
The program will include a jazz combo
arrangeme nt of "Jazz and Matisse"; a sax
quartet, "Sealed With A Kiss" and neoclassical compositio ns by Rodney Rogers
and Steven Galante.
The eclectic group will also perform
William Bolcom's "Lilith," based on the
myth of that title; and "Simichai- Ya."
Saxtravaga nza will be performed at 3
p.m., April 26 in Mandeville Auditorium .

And, the Univ.ers i~S;~ Diego 'ftusic departmen t will presen 1 s annu
Sister Rossi Scholarshi p Concert. Henry
Kolar will conduct the USD Orchestra.
The USD Orchestra and guest artists
will perform at 4 p:~ .;-April 26 in Camino
Theatre on campus. Tickets will be on
sale at the door. Call 260-4600, Ext. 4456
for informatio n.

I
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/u~o Forum to Debate S.D. County Growth
By

IffiBffE~ E ,

Times Staff Writer

.

To encourage debate _ over needs to. ·
as the government, should not
growth in San Diego County, advoBenn is vice chairwoman of the
intervene in the work of developcates on both sides of the issue will mayor's Citizens' Advisory Comers because it is the developers who
be questioned during a mock trial mittee on Growth and Developare directly responsible to the
by U,niversity of San Diego law ment.
people.
school faculty May 13 in the1irst
"As it is, there is a tremendous
"Who should do the planning?"
USDForum.
outcry in · the communities for a
asked Schnaubelt. who is now a
USD officials, whose goal is to moratorium on growth because of
real estate broker. "'Should it be the
make residents more aware of the lack of schools, congestion on
people who look in the horse's
critical issues, will offer the free our freeways and the inability of
mouth and count the teeth or
forums twice a year on various the city to finance all of the needed
should it. be the people who sit in
topics. The forums constitute the facilities," Benn said.
the library and read about it?
first major USD program to take
Benn, who is also the chairwomplace off campus, school · officials an of the Torrey Pines Planning
"When developers are left to
said.
·
their own devices . you get someGroup and the city land-use chair
thing beautiful, such as Rancho
"People have the illusion that of the Sierra Club, said an example
Bernardo," Schnaubelt said, adding
there is a choice: that we either is the city's "inadequate waterthat low-income people suffer the
have growth management or we lines" during the 1985 Normal
most when there are restrictions
don't," said Dwight Worden, one of Heights fire that destroyed 102
placed on development because the
the upcoming forum's advocates homes. She also cited the ongoing
cost of housing increases . as the
for managed growth. "The fact is problems that plague Sorrento Valdemand does.
·
that growth management is inevi- · ley's sewage Pump Station 6"4.
table ahd it is just a matter of how
The forum will be held at 4 p.m.
Former City Councilman Fred
you get it."
·
in the Lyceum Theatre at Horton
Schnaubelt, who will participate in
Plaza,
and admission tickets can be
the
forum
on
the
side
against
Wor_d en is a lawyer specializing
obtained at the university at Alcala
in land-use planning and environ- government-manage d growth, said
Park, off Linda Vista Road.
mental law. He and . Lynn Benn, managed-growth advocates, acting
another upcoming witness, say. the li■iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiinii.i.iiiiiiiiiiii.i•;;;;;;:============-'"-----H
city's current managed-growth
plan is ineffective because it is
really a "growth accommodation
plan," which allows · the city to
continue growing · as long as it
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phone camp reg istrar Emily Easum: (818) 367-4794.
Summer camps'
■ Girl Scouts, San Diego-Impe rial Council Inc. /
Camp Winacka. Julian; swimming , music, cycling ,
horseback riding . For girls ages 7 to 17. Six sessions
from June 22 to Aug . 20. Cost: $75 to $205. Camp
David son. Juli an; campcraft, swimming , outdoor
cooking, sports, singing. For Brownie Scout Troops,
girls ages 7 to 11. Eight sessions from June 20 to Aug .
11. Cost: S65 per session; waiting list. Telephone
Cherie Koss: 298-8391.
Camp Aztec at
■ San Diego State University Cam p Wolahi, Julian; canoeing , archery, hiking, swimming . music, crafts. For boys and girls ages 8 to 14.
Three sessions from Aug . 2 to 22. Cost: $145 per
Community Campership Council has $113 ,165 to
session. Telephone SDSU department of recreation :
help about 2,000 San Diego children go to camps
265-5110.
accredited by the American Camping Association this
Camp Oliver, Des■ Sisters of Social Service summer. Those interested in camperships should
canso ; swimming, hiking, crafts, singing, nature study,
apply directly to the camps, not to the council.
archery. For children ages 7 to 16. Seven sessions
A directory to California camps approvad by the
between June 28 and Aug. 22. Cost: $130 per week.
American Camping Association is available at the asTelep hone s ;ster Beneta Nolan: 543-1308.
sociation and Campership Council office, 7510 ClaireGreen Oak Ranch,
■ Unio:1 A-3scue Mission mont Mesa Blvd., Suite 208, San Diego, CA 92111;
Vista : i<orseback riding, hiking, ropes course , archery,
telephone, 268-9888. Accredited camps are inspectswimrr.ing, religious emphasis. For boys and girls,
ed for safety, health, instruction, program, ratio of
grades one through nine. Ten sessions: June 21 to
counselors to campers, kitchen facilities and more.
Aug. 29. Cost: S60 to $150. Telephone Lorraine CarFollowing is a list of camps in San Diego County.
son: 727-0251 or (800) 468-2267.
Many, but not all, are accredited by the camping asUSO
■ Unive~y of Sa.JLDj_l!go Sports Cam;,s sociation .
campus;' tennis. soccer, basketball, volleyball, footTwo camps offering
■ Boy Scouts of America ball, competitive swimming, softball. Children ages 7
swimm ing, rowing, canoeing, backpacking. Camp
to 17. Several sessions: June 14 to Aug . 21 . Cost:
Hual-Cu-Cuish, near Julian, for boys ages 8 to 17.
t tennis). Telephone Pat
Eight sessions from July 5 to Aug . 22. Cost: $90 per S275 to $385 (tournamen
Buczaczer: 260-4803.
session. Mataguay Scout Reservation, near Warner
Camp Marston, Julian; canoeing ,
■ YMCA Hot Springs, for boys 11 to 17. Six sessions: July 12
spans, hiking, crafts. Boys and girls ages 7 to 15.
to Aug. 22. Cost : $90 per week. Telephone: Ann
Nine sessions: June 27 to Aug . 29. Cost: $145 per
McMillan or Jerry Brodie, 298-6121 .
week , ages 7 t o 11; $260 for two weeks for children
■ Camp Fire Council of San Diego County ages 12 to 15. Camp Surf, Imperial Beach; swimming
Camp Wolahi , Cuyamaca; swimming, hiking and
and sailing. For girls and boys ages 7 to 15. Nine
canoeing. For boys and girls ages 8 to 17. Four sessessions: June 27 to Aug. 29. Cost: $125 per week.
sions from July 6 to Aug. 1. Cost: $135 per session.
ages 7 to 11 ; S250 per two-week session , ages 12 to
Telephone: Pat Johnson or Katie Zolezzi , 279-8192.
15. Raintree Ranch, Julian; horseback riding . Children
■ Episcopal Diocese of Los Angeles and San
Aug. 29. Cost :
Camp St ev ens, Jul ian ; swimming , ages 7 to 15. Nine sessions : June 27 to
Diego S195 per wee k. ages 7 to 11; $350 per two-week
folk/square dancing, environmen tal education. For
session for ages 12 to 15. Telephone Lowell Lindsay
children 8 to 16. Seven sessions from July 5 to Aug.
or Barbara Chrestman: 54 3-1060.
29. Cost: $125 for six d ays to $230 for 12 days. Tele-

session : June 27 to July 3. Cost: $80. Financial assistance available. Telephone Maura Kelley-Poole: 2973901 .
■ Association for Retarded Citizens of San Diego
- Camp-A-Lo t , at three locations: Camp Virginia in
Julian and Palomar Mout.ain School Camp and Christian Conference Center, both at Palomar. For developmentally disabled ind ividuals from 7 years of age.
Six sessions: June 28 to Aug. 25. Cost : $250 to $500.
Telephone Gary Snodgrass: 574-7575.
■ Hemophilia Foundation of Southern California
- Camp Arbolado, San Bernardino Mountains. For
children with hemophilia. ages 7 to 18. One week
session : Aug . 16 to 22. Cost: $125. Financial assist, ance available. Telephone Gerry Aguirre : (818) 793-

Where to go µ.'.::.~
and where to get
cash to pay for it

6192.
■ Sickle Cell Disease Research Foundation Sickle Cell Summer Camp , San Juan Capistrano. For
children with sickle cell anemia, ages 6 to 14. One
week session: Aug . 22 to 29. Cost: $10.50 registration. Telephone Mary Brown: (213) 299-3600.
■ UCSD Medical Center, Pediatric-Pulmonary Division - Camp Pillfeather, Rancho del Cielo, Ramona. For children with cystic fibrosis and their siblings,
ages 6 to 18. One session: June 21 to 27. Cost: $80.
Camperships available. Telephone Carol Davis: 2946810.

Private camps:
Special camps: '.
■ American Cancer Society - Camp Reach for the
Sky, Camp David , Julian. For children 8 to 18 who
have or have had cancer. One session: Aug . 24 to 29.
No tuition; transportation provided. Telephone Cindy
Ribant: 299-4200.
Camp Chin■ American Diabetes Association nock, San Bernardino Mountains near Riverside. For
diabetic children ages 7 to 16. Four sessions: June 28
to Aug . 20. Cost: $300. Campership s available. Telephone Dorothy Storer: 296-6351.
SCAMP Camp,
■ American Lung Association held at Boys Club of Hollywood camp near Running
Springs. For asthmatic children ages 9 to 14. One

■ Camp Murrietta - USO campus. For girls ages 8
to adult. Camp Del Mar, Point Loma College, for boys
ages 8 to 18. Both are weight-loss and fitness camps
and have three sessions: June 28 to July 25. Cost:
$2, 195 to $2,895. Telephone David Kempton: 4503376.
UCSD campus. Weight-loss
■ Camp La Jolla and fitness camp for femal es, ages 8 to 29. Two sessions: June 28 to Aug . 14. Cost: $2,395 to $3,395.
Telephone Nancy Lenhart: (213) 287-4670 or (800)
822-7877.
Campus of Army and Navy
■ Camp Pacific Academy, Carlsbad. Water sports, academic and
computer courses for boys 7 to 14. Six sessions: June
28 to Aug. 8. Cost : $700 to $1 ,700. Telephone Betty
Maffucci: 434-7564.
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"The Dispute,"
UCSD Department of
Theater, Mandell Weiss
Center for the Performing Arts (opening night).
8 p.m. ·- Victor Borge,
Civic> Theater.
- Vamp and Az-lz,
benefit dance, Alliance
for Survival, Che Cafe,
UCS D.
- "Candida," Guthrie
Theater, East County
Performing Arts Center.
- "Alone Together,"
La Jolla Stage Co., Parker Community Auditorium (opening night).
- "Light Up the Sky,"
Lamplighters, Ben Polak
Fine Arts Center (opening night).
- "West Side Story,"
Educational Cultural
Complex (opening
night).
- "Fortune and Men•~
Eyes," Potpourri Theater (opening night).

1 p.m. -

"Masters of the
Congo Jungle," film ,
Natural History Museum, Balboa Park (also
2:30 p.m.).
2 p.m. - "Candida,"
Guthrie Theater, East
County Performing
Arts Center.
- "Alone Together,"
La Jolla Stage Co. ,
Parker Community Auditorium .
7 p.m. - "Two
Friends/Dos Amigos," SDSU Youth
Theater, Experimental
Theater, Dramatic Arts
Building, SDSU.
7:30 p.m. - Pianist Liz
Story, La Paloma Theater, Encinitas.
8 p.m. - SDSU Spring
dance concert, San
Diego City College
Theater.
- "Opera Music:
Overtures and Arias,"
Palomar Community
Orchestra, Palomar
College Theater.
- "Light Up the
Sky," Lamplighters,
Ben Polak Fine Arts
Center.
- "Documented/Undocumented," performance work,
Parameters 8 space.

2 p.m. - SDSU Spring
dance concert, San
Diego City College
Theater.
- "Saxtravaganza,"
saxophone and piano
concert, Mandeville
Auditorium, UCSD.
- laurel and Hardy
film afternoon, Laurel
and Hardy Organization, North Park Theater.
- " light Up the
Sky," Lamplighters,
Ben Polak Fine Arts
Center.
3 p.m. - SDSU Concert
Choir and Chamber
Singers, Smith Recital
Hall, SDSU.
- "Opera Music:
Overtures and Arias,"
Palomar Community
Orchestra, Palomar
College Theater.
3:40 p.m. - "The Partisans of Vilna," Jewish
Community Relations
Council, Ken Cinema.
4 p.m. - USO Orchestra,
Camino'T!Temer; USD.
7 p.m. - Pianist AnneMarie McDermott,
Smith Recital Hall,
SDSU.

1 p.m. - "Shoah," part
of " Silent No More:
The Lessons of the
Holocaust," week of
events, College
Branch Jewish Community Center (documentary screened
over 4 days; also 7
p.m.)
7 p.m. - Seminar on Old
Globe production of
"Intimate Exchanges," Simon Edison Genier for the
Performing Arts, Balboa Park.
7:30 p.m. - Palomar
Jazz Ensemble and
Vocal Jazz Ensemble,
Palomar College Theater.
- Architecture critic
Kay Kaiser speaks on
new and folk architecture in San Diego, Atheneum Music and Arts
Li brary.
8 p.m. - San Diego
Chamber Orchestra,
with pianist Andre-Michel Schub, Sherwood Hall , La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.

9 a.m. - "Say Hello to
Monsieur Moliere,"
NewWorks Theater,
Sixth Avenue Playhouse (also 10:30
a.m.).
7:30 p.m. - Jazz pianist
George Shearing ,
Montezuma Hall.
- "German Dreams"
and "Lucy," part of
" The New German
Film Into the '80s,"
film seri es, UCSD.
- Thomas "Tip"
O'Neill speaks as part
of Congregation Beth
Israel's "Images of the
'80s," series, Civic
Theater.
- "The Art of Video:
Eight Perspectives,"
lecture series, La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.
8 p.m. - San Diego
Chamber Orchestra ,
with pianist Andre-Michel Schub, Fairbanks
Ranch Cou ntry Cluh.

SHEARING

10 a.m. - "Art Alive
'87," Spring flower arrangements, San
Diego Museum of Art
(museum open until
4:30 p.m.).
7:30 p.m. - " The Sacrifice," final film in Andrei Tarkovsky retrospective, Sherwood Auditorium, La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.
8 p.m. - Folk music with
Marcia Bowman . Tom
Cahoon and Charlie
Holdaway, Drowsy
Maggie's folk cafe.
8:30 p.m. - Ballet Concierto del Mar, Tijuana Cu ltural Center. Tijuana.
9 p.m. - Notice to Appear, Old Del Mar
Cafe.

10 a.m. - rt Alive
'87," Sp flower arrangeme , San
Diego Mu m of Art
(museum
4:30 p.m.).
8 p.m. - "The ay's the
Thing," Gas p
Quarter The
(opening nigh
- "Hurlyburl Mission Playh ouse~ning night) .
- "Betrayal," t-... _
vin's Dinner The
(opening nighi; di , .
6:30 p.m.).
8:30 p.m. - Ballet Co
cierto del Ma r, Tiju!
na Cultural Center, l
juana.
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V._SD forum s deba te
contr overs ial
.... ,, issues
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ALCALA PARI{>C'./ nfe Universit y of
San Diego will be presentin g a series of
public service forums on local issues.
The first , to be presented May 13 at the
Lyceum Theatre, will debate the question : Should all local governme nts in the
San Diego region adopt a coordinat ed
Growth Managem ent Plan which actively
limits growth?
For further informati on, contact John
Nunes, 260-4682 .
,,,.-
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box and criticize the government remains unchanged and strong.
.. Most fascinating to me, though, is
how we interpret the fringes. We have
to go back to what was in the minds of
the writers. We do have some idea,
much as we have an idea of what
someone will bring back from the store.
" The question is how we give meaning to .the words. Will we take them
exactly or will we shape them to what
we want."
The tenet that guards the rights
against self-incrimination, for one example, has resulted "in some sloppy
jurisprudence," says Alexander. On
the other hand, there are some obscure
parts of the Constitution that no longer
mean much.
''The right of a homeowner to house
members of the militia isn't too importa nt any longer," Alexander said, who
interestingly puts the right to bear
arms, the second amendment, in the
samecategory.
"There has been a fair amount of
discussion over that, although it seems
clear it was meant primarily for the
militia," says Alexander. "Handgun
lobbyists have invoked the Constitution in their arguinents, but I think
they have done so without too much
success."
The rights of religious and speech
freedom, however, continue to dominate the news.
"There are so many avenues of
debate,'' Alexander said. "The media
loves these debates. There are questions as to how much the government
can regulate advertising or even
whether government can control the
advertising on publicly funded broadcasting programs.
·'Those are hot topics, along with law
of defamation. All these questions have
constitutional applications, but the
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ItMayN otBeBla ckAnd White,ButltWorks
USD's Alexander Notes Constitution Is Theoretical And Debatable, But It's The World's Most Protective

be

static. It must change with the times.
"Reasonable minds can, and will,
differ over the interpretation of these
topics. A list of present Constitution
controversies can go on forever. There
are many difficult issues that will
never be laid to rest." .
Alexander sees the changes in constitutional interpretation, but he says
they come slowly. On the religion
question , he said it is only recently
that the Amish have won the right to
remove their children from the public
school system after the eighth grade,
and only recently have some religions,
such as Seventh Day Adventists, won
the right against working on holy days ,
Saturdays in the case of the reli2lon
0
just me~tioned.
"Religion results in some tough
issues," Alexander said. " It gives
something like the case in Riverside,
where some people are protesting because the city logo has a cross on it."
Even more active in today 's news,
says Alexander, are issues attached to
the exclusionary rule, which prohibits
most searches and seizures.
" I think prevailing opinion favors
limiting that right somewhat," he said.
"That is one element of the Constitution whose interpretation will change
with the times."
Although he always "presumes"
against the need to tinker with the
Constitution, Alexander favors a constitutional amendment calling for a
balanced budget.
"In the case of the budget I think you
have to change the rules," he said.
"Most attorneys do not focus on the
U.S. Constitution day in and day out,
but it potentially is in play in every
case they deal with," he said. ''For all
its imperfections, the Constitution has
served the country well, through thick
a nd thin."
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What does "Freedom of Speech"
mean anyway?
Larry Alexander is the first to admit
that he doesn't know. And he can also
tell you, as authoritatively as most,
that the writers of the U.S. Constitution didn't know either.
" On some things they weren't very
clear," says Alexander. "Of course, ifs
very unlikely that they all meant the
same thing when th ey wrote freedom of
speech or equal protection of the law.
things like that. That's our problem
today."
So Alexander and anyone else can
pick up a daily newspaper and read the
latest on the how persons throughout
the country are trying to define the
basic law of the land.
Yet, Alexander, a University of San
Diego law professor who grudgingly
acknowledges his expertise in the
Constitution, is a big fan of a document
primarily written 200 years ago. SinC1?
then, it has been amended but 26
times, and 10 of those were the Bill of
Rights, COmposed in 1791, four years
after the Constitution.
"No one is an expert in the Constitution as they can be on other parts of
law," Alexander said. ''Constitutional
issues often are so theoretical that ifs
not a matter of having all the facts at
one's fingertips. Often the Constitution
is not black and white in the same way
that the rules of the road are black and
white.
"Still, the Constitution has held up
remarkably well over the 200 years."
Alexander said. "It works. There is no
experience anywhere in the world near
ours.
"Some say that the constitutions of a

lot of other countries read better, but
none provide more protection. The
problem with most other countries is
that their constitution is treated simply as political rhetoric instead of the
ultimat.e law of the land. Our Constitution is ordinary law - law of the
highest order - but simple ordinary
law just as stopping your car at a stop
sign is law. Our Constitution is the law
above the political passions. which is

the genius of the American system."
The Constitution followed the Artides of Confederacy as the prevailing
document, and was needed, says Alexantler, because under the Articles the
states were at each other's throats.
"We needed a stronger national
government," says Alexander, pointing out that post-Constitution the
great majority of legal debate bas been
over the interpretation of state. and

local laws.
That is not to say there has not been
volumes of litigation over such little
items as Freedom of Religion and
Freedom of Speech.
"Most of the debates and controversies concern what I'd call the fringes of
those laws," Alexander said. "The
basic tenet of Freedom of Speech _
that someone can stand upon a soap
(ContinuedonPa, gelBCJ
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Chula Vista Family Life
Crusader
for school
By Ren'e A. Davalos
Staff Writer

r.c<

;t \1

Elvira Cordova of Bonita
:1 nabashedly says that she is a
fanatic crusader. A fanatic about
crying to talk people into
linishing school.
"I talk to people about the importance of continuing their
education," she says. "I talk to
all kinds of people . . . young
people, women, adults . I try to
motivate them and make them
realize that it is not late."
Cordova, 57, has taught
English as a second language at
Southwestern College since 1976.
She says that crusading for
education is her way of giving to
her community and adds that she
''preaches'' her message
whenever she finds the
opportunity.
"I've never been put off," she
says and adds that in fact most
people listen to what she has to
say with a great deal of interest.
The number of people she has
talked to over the years have been
countless, she says, but she is not
sure how many actually took her
message to heart.
One who did is her son Eric.
He credits, albeit not entirely, her
mother's words for returning to
school.
Eric, 28, founder and member
of "Erth," a four-member
modern rock band, attends
Southwestern College as a music
major. Last semester as a
straight-A student he made the
President's List. His band is

Elvira Cordova with her son Eric.

preparing a concert for children
as a community service event.
Cordova came from \1exico,
having married an American
teacher she met in Mexico City
and has since divorced . She
found competition a strong part
of the American national
character, Cordova says. She
realized early on that to succeed
she had to continue with her college career. She received a
master's degree in Spanish from
the University of San Diego in
-1977.
" Knowledge is not only good
for (obtaining better) jobs," she

says, "but it makes you feel better about yourself, and gives you
more self-respect and selfassurance. ''
When not extolling the benefits
of education, Cordova says she
becomes politically involved, particularly when the issues deal with
education.
Last year she "walked miles"
through local precints to help
elect Maria Perman to the
Southwestern College Community Board, Cordova says.
Her other interests are painting, dancing, sewing, the theater
and ballet, she says.
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- Se~ Baron
:hit a three-run hoiy@ ,?tpjlelp the
;Toreros salvage t~£> nd game of
:a 'non-league double-header, 9-4,
:against visiting Sacramento State.
·The visitors won the first game, 4-3. ·
In the second game, Chris Bwy hit
:a two-out, two-run double for USD
'(28-18-1) in the firs t, giving the
:Toreros a 3-0 lead. Baron's homer ,
:his 15th, highlighted a six-run fifth:inning rally. Lewis Skertich (6-2)
: pitched seven innings to win. Pat
:Fitzsimons (4-3) lost the opener , giv. ing up a two-run triple to Brian
_,.,, /·
: Grose in the first.
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Colleges see
c·o24~
meback of
volunteers
Ex-executive
tries to forge
state network
By Ron Roach
Tribune Sacramento Bureau

ACRAMENTO - They hand
out blankets to San Diego's
homeless, ladle soup in a kitchen for the hungry and teach adults
how to read and write, all while pursuing unjversity degrees.
These students defy the image, deserved or not, of self-centered, aspiring yuppies.
And the number of altruistic students is growing, a resurgence of the
community service ethic at universities in San Diego and across the nation.
A major reason for increased emphasis on community service at
three San Diego
universities is Robert Choate, a re11 tired businessman
who has devoted
much of his past 30
years to community service~and understanding among
" races. He has become the "Johnny Appleseed" of university-community volunteerism in
San Diego.
Choate was the prime mover about
1½ years ago in the formation of a
coalition for volunteerism that links
the . U n ~ of San Diego, San
Diego State Universttyand the University of California at San Diego.
The San Diego Committee on University-Community Services is an unusual network of volunteer efforts.
Choate wants it to serve as a
model for the state, and plans to
spend many spring days in the Capitol knocking on doors as coordinator
- of the newly formed California Coalition on University-Community Services, based in San Francisco.
Choate says that two years ago he
saw the combined enrollment of
65,000 students at three San Diego
universities "as an untapped pool of
apparcnlly laid-back, disinterested
students."
He met with university leaders
and students to establish volunteer
centers, places for contact between
students and non-profit community
agencies.
He says he found students who
wanted to participate but who needed the nudge of organization, direction and contacts.
"In San Diego, the seed (of volunteerism) seems to have lain dormant" as fed era I budget cuts in revenue sharing and bloc grants in the
1980s made non-profit social service
agencies feel a pinch, creating both a
need and a void, he says.
Coincidentally, he says, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos yf San Jose
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'Universities are here to produce knowledgeable, responsible persons.
Whatever they do (after they graduate) to earn a living is nice, but they
are not here to be an engineer. We want to produce a fine, polished
person to go forward and perpetuat e culture.'
- Carl Emerich

*Volunteer
Cnntlnued From Page J
111utfo

hla "llu11u111 Corp,-"

propo■ al

· Personal Responsibility.
Vosconcolios says community sorvlce could be required of graduate
students who receive student loans.

last year and lt was considered controversial because it would mandate
community service of college student,. Gov. Dcukmejlan vetoed
Vasconcellos' provlslon from the
state budget, but the Democratic
lawmaker has introduced a bill for
the current session of the Legislature
that also c:11ls for mandatory :1cr-

vlce.
Choate and educational leaders
generally don't want to force students to perform community service
and would prefer a bill tbat is voluntary.
Vasconcellos says be is aware tbat
educators "have qualms about the
mandate" and he would be willing to
compromise if university officials
grasp tbe Human Corps proposal and
run with it - and there is evidence
that they are.
He says he bas an understanding
with California State Universities
Chancelior Ann Reynolds that if tbe
system wants to take on a communi- ,
ty service program on its own, as she
says it does, a mandate would be unnecessary.
Either way, Vasconcelios says he

Vu1tccmcul101, Choute und ulhnrn

have suggested that college transcripts list community service, so
that potential employers would have
an additional clement upon which to
Judge Job applicants.
Even without legislation, Vascon•
celios says community service interest on university campuses "is happening. It's on a roll. , .. This thing is
happening nationwide."
Choate, who gained a $25,000 grant
from the Hewlett Foundation for the
San Diego coalition, has used the
funds to help pay for volunteer center staff,at the campuses.
.' "It takes about $10,000 to plant the
seed anrl waler it," he says. "I'd love
to see students running the whole
thing, but they graduate. We need
continuity. We try to find a recently
graduated student who is familiar
with campus turf. At UCSD, students
run tbe whole show, but tbey still
have to hire a coordinator."
Choate says a statewide program
could be launched for less than $1
million.
"We have to get the attention of
the governor in a manner that is not
antagonistic. This is not a liberal or

''

There is quite a resurgence. I've seen students
come in and say, 'Oh, I've been looking for this.'
They need guidance, The underlying interest is
there, but this makes it easier for them to get
involved.
- Author Hughes

____________,,
is determined to see, within five
years, volunteering for community
service as a "part of the CSU culture.
... Students would come expecting to
do community service."
After Deukmejian's 1986 veto,
Vasconcelios introduced a resolution
passed by the Senate and Assembly
requesting the two public university
systems, through the California Post-

conservative program. Having my
child helping in a senior service center is appealing to me no matter
what (philosophical) coloration I
have," Choate says.
Gaining legislation is important,
be says, "but it is not the whole ball
game.... The idea is timely, and it
may go with legislative 00mph, or
without."

At UCSD last summer, Choate,
nftor conrcrrlng with Chancellor
Richard Atkinson, couldn't wall for
new fall students to arrive. He got a

"Universities are here to producei
knowledgeable, responsible persons.
Whalcvcr they do (after they gradu- 1
ate) to earn a living is nice, but they

calling them al random, forming a
core of about 10.
As a result, the new UCSD Volunteer Connection Office, directed by

son to go forward and perpetuate
culture. We're broader than cranking
out accountants and new attorneys.

lhcl ol cmnJIIIM h•1ulori1 and Mlnrlcd

Ellen Caprio, a senior communica-

nrr. not hr.re lo be an engineer. we:

waul lo produce u Clue, poll:1hc<l per-.

"You're going lo sec acro:1s the

tions major, was ready to go when United Stales that it is nol much fun
being self-centered."
the fall quarter began.
Emerich cited a course in decision
"It's growing every day," she said,
adding that there arc about 200 ac- making and organizational behavior
llvc sludcnl volunteers. "We have in wh ich three-fourths of his studcnl'i
about 80 non-profit agencies that take the option of an "observation
we're helping, and the San Diego Uni- project" in the community instead of
writing a research paper.
fied &boo! District."
Bonnie Newman, undergraduate
During the cold early January
says this is the first semester
dean,
homeless
tbe
for
weather, a shelter
called, and Caprio mobilized an SDSU has had lottery funds available
$33,000 has gone to fund
about
emergency delivery of blankets, and
using access to fraternities, sorori- eight faculty proposals for communities and service groups such as Cir- ty service credit related to students'
majors. Thirty-one faculty members
cle K.
On a regular basis, she says, the had submitted proposals.
The proposals include opera workoffice tries to get students working
witb non-profit organizations three shops in elementary schools, elemeninstruction of science, and help
tary
IQ.
a
in
hours a week for eight weeks
week quarter. They tutor Hispanic for community service agencies to
children and conduct adult illiteracy use donated computers that come
without the computer programs they
programs.
They go to Tijuana witb students need.
Spanish and Latin American Studfrom other campuses and build housies majors have been working with
es for the poor.
public defenders on cultural
federal
play
Others go to hospitals and
with children or work with elderly and language interpretatio n.
San Diego Stale, bt·t:ause il is so
pallcnts.
Tom Tucker, UCSD assistant vice large and so many students work
chancellor, is a member of the UC part time and commule lo campus,
Human Corps Planning Committee. has more of a "grass roots-up·· ap"Students arc concerned about the proach to volunteering. The focal
lolal educational process and what point is lhe Campus Y.
Jim Nessheim, Campus Y director,
happens to them outside the classsays the YMCA and YWCA organizaroom as a total individual," he says.
has been operating at SDSU for
tion
unithe
at
Students
The Associated
versity allocated between $8,000 and many years, reaching its heyday in
the early 70s. "Then," he says, "there
$10,000 for the volunteer program.
"This is part of a citywide effort was kind of a decline. But through
with a goal of having the three insti- Bob (Choate) - we call him a Johnny
tutions communicate , form a consor- Appleseed kind of guy for bringing us
tium and generate 1,000 or more stu- together - and some others, there
dent volunteers in San Diego in any has been a resurgence."
Like USD and UCSD, there is an
given year/' he says. ' We're very
pleased, because it is a student initia- outreach to incoming students.
tive. The administration should be Events on campus, such as Project
very supportive, as we are, but it Success, involving young Hollywood
should be led and coordinated by the stars, drew 150 to 200 students. About
40 signed up for the high school dropstudents."
A mandate for all students would ou!;P~~v_en~?"_?r?g_r~~~' -• __ , _ ,_
4

secondary lsducatlon t:ommlssion, to
study student community service
and report to the Legislature.
The commission report was Jssued

earlier this month, concluding that
the commitment of a university president makes "a significant difference
to the campus effort."
While some programs have difficulty attracting volunteers, the commission says the "revitalization of
student public service appears to be
evident in the increased participation rates of students on most campuses."

The University of California responded to Vasconcellos' resolution
by creating a Human Corps Planning
Group representing all main campuses.
Surveys were conducted and, while
systemwide results. were not available, the UCSD survey found that the
15,000 undergraduate and graduate
students there average 7,639 hours of
c·o1111111111ily !-lcrvlcc per qunrler, ~my~

Ellen Caprio, a senior communica-

tions major who is director of the
UCSD "Volunteer Connection" office.
Chancellor Reynolds created a
task force on comm,inity service and
reported that more than 15,000 California State University students about 5 percent of the student body
- participate regularly in some .
form of community service program
related to their study,
The CSU system is spending
$500,000 of its 1986-87 funds from the
state lottery lo ~evelop new student
internship programs and. expand existing ones, some involving "mentorship" activities in high schools with
large minority enrollments as envisioned in Vasconcellos' Human Corps
proposal.
Vasconcellos, whose 1987 legislation is scheduled for its first hearing
Wednesday in the Assembly Education Committee, is quite pleased with
responses to his resolution so far.
"They're thinking of ways they
could generate a cultural change," he
says. "That, to me, is always the best
change, rather than a mandate."
Vasconcellos, the 54-year-old
chairman of the powerful Assembly
Ways and Means Committee, is a liberal whose legislative proposals have
made him ·one of the nation's foremost politicians in ·the field of human
relations.
First elected to the Assembly in
1966, Vasconcellos has been promoting a Human Corps concept for students at public colleges and universities for the past two years. He also is
bringing together leaders from all
segments of society to attend seminars and rclrcab1 to mold a "coring"

corps of leaders for the future.
He became internationally known
recently as the author of the bill that
created the California Task Force to
Promote Self-EsteelII. Social and
'
,.

Students should have a "real, almost-mandated social-service ethic,"
he says. "Let us make the ethic so
obvious, so palatable, that to not pick
it up would be an embarrassment."
The 62-year-old Choate, who calls
himself "half-retired" from the
world of construction and condominium development, has lived on Crown
Point since 1982, although he recently moved his base of operation to San
Francisco to be closer to Sacramento
for legislative hearings on volunteerism bills.
In the early 1960s, Choate, then a
Phoenix businessman, said he noticed that job opportunities are hidden "from those who grow up on the
wrong sides of the track." In his
spare time, he launched Careers for
Youth, a "compensatory education
program," and worked with 2,000 of
them over six years.
He said the volunteerism bug bit
him in 1962 when he was a consultant
for President .John F. Kennedy's Ju-

venile Delinquency Prevention Committee, which sought to adapt the
overseas Peace Corps to domestic
purposes. He also worked on hunger
programs during the Johnson administration and the White House Conference on Food, Nutrition and
Health during the Nixon administration.
He had a Ford Foundation grant to
bring civic leaders from El Paso,
Omaha and Nashville to Washington
to give them 14-day experiences and
"broaden their horizons."
"Between 1958 and 1961, I had a
new mental philosophy," he said,
and, despite the Democratic adminis1tration in Washington, "this' liberal
Republican found a niche for his
thinking."
■

■

■

Have students really become more
selfish and materialistic since the socially conscious 1960s and early
1970s?
Stanford University President
Donald Kennedy, whose campus has
developed what Choate and others
considers to be an outstanding community service program, says the
current generation of students has
received a 11bum rap."

Today's students are not passive
and materialistic, Kennedy says,
calling the situation a. classic case of
blaming the victim of a system that
stresses academic achievement to
meet the needs of future employers
and to succeed in the world.
"Have we somehow contrived to
spoil a whole generation of American
youngsters or are we simply seeing
some predictable responses to the
messages we've been sending?" he
asked. These messages have been encouraging an Individual's concern for
the individual, a fear of self-survival.
■

■

■

u..:
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a number of students who cannot afford, because of academic loads or
pcrlormancc, lo allocate the lime."
Besides the Volunteer Connection,
the university has a wide-ranging
program of Internships and academic credit courses that involve community service.
■

■

■

Uni'!_ersity of San Diego President
Author lliiglrettormed-lhe Volunteer
Program Office on campus and, says
Judy Rauner, director of volunteer
services, "Students are the front line
in new project development.
"There's been quite a tradition of
community service here, but up until
six months ago there was no coordination,'' she said. "There's much
more community service now."
She said hundreds of students ar~

'I'
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particularly those with large minority enrollments, and encourage students lo stay in school and think of
I
college.
He says several hundred students
lake part In ongoing programs.
Each residence hall, for example,
is encouraged to adopt a particular I
project and stick with it for the ,
school year, and most campus ,
groups, including fraternities and I
sororities, have social service proj- I
;
eels.
Andrea Heier, an SDSU graduate j
with
who is matching volunteers
agencies at the Campus Y office, says interest "bas gone up dramati- l
cally over the last couple of months. ·
... (The) numbers of volunteers are
going up slowly but surely. They are
not the giant numbers I'd like to see, .

j

''

We hnve to get the nttention of the governor in a
manner that is not antagonistic. Having my child
helping in a senior service center is appealing to
me no matter what (philosophical) coloration I
have.
- Robert Choate

___________,,;,
participating. About eight go to a
soup kitchen each week to· help feed
the hungry, others work in a "latchkey" program for children In nearby
Linda Vista.
"This program has high visibility
and leadership from the top is important,'' she said.
"There is quite a resurgence. I've
seen students come in and say, 'Oh,
I've been looking for this.' They need
guidance. The underlying interest is
there, but this makes it easier for
them to get involved."
"We link people here with agencies
that need help. U the student has to
knock on doors (to get involved), be
or she might be discouraged."
Last month, USD volunteers were
referees at a Southern California
basketball tournament for retarded
children, while members of the campus Spanish Club provided torpedo
sandwiches, using Mexican breads.
"It's fun. Students socialize and
have positive learning experiences.
So many have never had any contact
with retarded citizens," Rauner said.
■

■

■

Carl Emerich, associate vice president for student affairs at San Diego
State, said he hopes there will be legislative encouragement and funding.
"Studenls at colleges and universities are saying they've gone through
the doldrums and scrambled for
what Industries want, what the 'big
world' wants. We were getting too
far afield.

but they keep Increasing.''
■
•
·•
The community service ethic is
being promoted nationally by the 2year-old Campus Compact, about 120
college or university presidents, and
COOL, a Washington, D.C.,-based student organization founded by a former Harvard volunteer, with the full
name of Campus Outreach Opportunity League, a network of more than
250 campuses.
Besides the Vasconcellos bill,
other pending legislation includes a
bill by Assemblywoman Maxine Waters, D-Los Angeles, to require universities and community colleges to
create programs for students to help
illiterate adults.
Choate says he is concerned that
the bills reflect what universities and
students desire, because the community service program must show success within a few years. To go too
fast, too soon, or to mandate a student curriculum, could be counterproductive.
For one thing, he says, if more
than about S percent of all the students in California colleges and univer,lties were to volunteer, the charitable or non-profit agencies would
be unable to accommodate all those
who wunt to participate. Tht.~c ugcn•

cies also would not be expected to be
receptive to students who come because they are required, not because
they.want to.
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/ USD law prof Kenyeth Davis
fi~"'restbe U.S1 ;§~5me Court
needs a researcn-skr<-ice to aid its
decision.m aking process. Davis,
who wrote the nation's first com•
prehensiv e treatise on ad•
minstrativ e law in 1951, suggests a
statute to allow the high court ac•
cess to the Congressio nal Re;:.earch
Service, already set up with 587
researcher s and 273 support staff.
He details the proposal at 6 p.m. at
the law school's third Nathaniel L.
Nathanso n Memorial Lect ure
Series, in the ~ra;e <;ourtroom~_/ /
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-·· Thompson chosen Toreros basketba ll MVP
/

Tribune Staff Rep<!J{ f ~/ .'J

USD senior center Scott Thompson
wasselec:'ted the Toreros' Most Valuable Player for the second straight
year at the basketball team's awards
banquet Tuesday night at the campus' University Center.
Thompson, who was selected West
Coast Athletic Conference Player of
the Year this season, led the Toreros

with 15.9 points and 7.4 rebounds per
game. USD compiled a 24-6 record.
appearing in the NCAA Tournament
for the second time in the school's
history.
The 7-foot Thompson finished his
collegiate career as a three-time AllWCAC selection. He is expected to be
a first- or second-round pick in the
June 22 NBA draft.

Toreros senior forward I\ils Madden and senior guard Paul Leonard
shared the Athletic Excellence
award. Madden was the team's second-leading scorer with 11.1 points
and second-leading rebounder with
7.0. Leonard averaged 10.5 points and
led the team with 135 assists and 41
steals. Senior guard Eric Musselman
was chosen for the Bugelli Leadership award.
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CSD Lecture Forums-Public lectures at the
Uni,·ersit y of San Djego'11ii::lude:' Da niel Briscoe
speaking on " Can We Have Bo.ih Guns and Mar~arine:· the price of high defense spending. Apr.
- at 7:30 p.m. in the Manchester Conference
, Center. Sara Waddington, attorney in the Supreme Court right-to-abortion case . speaks on
so Ap,. 8 & 9. 8·11 p.m. P.ml Wohlmo<h
~
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professor of law. leads· 3 -,arum
.. ·
on Dilemmas in
Economic PoliC\" Wh
ere Do We Go f ror
··
Here? " •
.
· ·"'pr. 9 at 7:30
rn_ t~e :\fanc~
Conference Center. Inc p2.m60. -4.:>
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./"Bye Bye Birdie" - _ll$_C?.Jheater Ar!s Oe-

p ul Woh\mu\h prese9-la. les\ in
.- - dilemmas
a
.,_°:}I 7'30 p.m.
for•,:ns
public
senesof
•c po\lc,•s w\thl:1 u .:> ., ·
i; ~~ro:~ncheste; Conference ~enter. AdJssion is free. l,,fc;r,·,at,on: 260-4082 . .. __,,/
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Presents Jenny Lindner i~lo
harpre~ital, 3-5 p.m. April 5, student center.
Ad m1 ss1on: general, S5; students and children
'.
·'"7 : .:-. .:=.
S3. lnf0rmation: 282-0257 . (".7'.
-'

, . /USO -

,I
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/

p~rtme;it p r ~ -ajusical at-~ut induction
m.o army oHe;(n-:.iool modeled ~n Elvis ?resley. 8 p.m..: April 3 and 4 and 2 ;:i.m . April 5,
C!mino , ~eater, USO. Rese·, ations: 260 _
4 r 12.
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3-D film, '50s bash
By ;}t~fsc'&t Anderson
Tribune Society Editor

AN DIEGO Hall of Science will screen lhc 83-D
film "We Arc Born of Stars" al 7 p.m. April in
lhc Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater. The memparty
bers-only preview will be followed by a 1950s ats,
featuring hamburgers and frcnch fries, root bccr'flo
costume
and
rock 'n' roll for dancing and Hula-Hoop
tions are
contests. Tickets are $18.50 each, and reserva
.
limited to 300. For more information, phone 238-1233
a
wn,"
Downto
Up
"Dress
fashion show and luncheon benefiting lhe Central City Association, _will be held April 8 in
Hotel Inter-Continental. Cocktail hour is 11:30 a.m, followed
by lunch at noon and a guest
model show of fashions from
Horton Plaza, Seaport Village
and downtown specialty shops.
Laura Buxton will announce
the show. Tickets are $30 each.

S

Up
and
Coming_

------

the
Cosmetologist Aida Grey will be guest speaker at
Hotel.
April 8 meeting of Charter 100 in La Valenciaand the
lunch
by
followed
a.m.
Cocktail hour is 11:30
nonprogram. Tickets are $14 for members, $16 for
members. For more information, phone 279-8722 .
annual
The San Diego Burn Institute will have its 14th Diego
Spirit of Courage Awards Banquet April 9 at San
6 _p.m.
Hilton Beach and Tennis Resort. CocktaHhou_r is

The Burn Institute's Spiri t of
Courage Award s Banquet is set
fo'J:' Apri l 9.
followed by dinner and the awards at 7. Clark Anthony
each, $50
will be master of ceremonies. Tickets are $30phone
291for patron seating . For more information,
4764.
ed
The third in a series of evening musicales sponsor
10 in a
by Friends of UCSD Music will lake place April
private La Jolla residence. Tickets are $15 and include
dessert and coffee as well as a performance by soprano
Francois.
Carol Pl:rnlamura and pianist Jean-Charles
F'or more inrormation, phone 5:M-32:IO.

will
UCSD School of Medicine Associates (SOMA)
Club.
have a dinner-dance April 11 at La Jolla Country and
7:30
at
dinner
Cocktail hour is 6:30 p.m. followed by
e
dancing to Bill McElroy's band. Tickets to the black-ti
phone
fund-raiser are $50 each. For more information,
534-3716 or 459-2161.
Deans'
University_(!! San Diego will have its annual

Ball"April II aCTownand Country Convention Center.
blackKim and Marilyn Fletcher are chairmen for the p.m.
7
tie fund-raiser, which opens with cocktails at Dean's
Dinner is at 8. Tickets are $125 each, $250 for
s
Circle seating and $500 for President's Circle. Proceed
School
will benefit the College of Arts and Sciences, theand the
of Business Administration , the School of Law
Philip Y. Hahn School or Nursing. For more informa
tion, phone 698-1156.
its
The Big Sister League of San Diego will have
auction
annual "Eggstravaganza" celebrity Easter Egglevel
ex,:- .
April 11 in University Towne Center's lower Conner
pansion area. Bruce Willis, Jane Fonda, Dennis ed eggs '
decorat
of
donors
and Stevie Wonder are among
p.m.
to be auctioned by Bob Arnhym during the 7 to 11 hors
benefit. Biorhythm will · play for dancing and are
Tickets
.
featured
d'oeuvres and a no-host bar will be
$30 each. For more information, phone 297-1172 .
American Cancer Society will benefit from a roundtournarobin pro-am Reebok / Rolf Benirschke tennis Valley's
ment from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. April 12 in Mission
s is
entrant
for
n
Atlas Health Club. Suggested donatio
and
$250 and includes a 6:30 p.m. April 11 cocktail party
clinic. For more information, phone 299-4200.
will
San Diego Woman's Philharmonic Committee
lity.
meet April 13 in Balboa Park's House of Hospit'a Sea
Lunch will be followed by a I p.m. lecture by Hubbsmore ·
For
Todd.
World Researc h Institute fellow Frank
information, phone 282-2668.
its
Klee Wyk Society of the Museum of Man opens
es and
lecture /luncheon series April 14 with "Churchplanned
Other Things in Russia" by Jean Swigett. Other
Art
lectures include Eve Ewing's June 16 talk on Rock on
Solstice and Fertility Motifs and an Aug. 11 lecture
Chuck
Australia and New Zealand by Tom Wilson and
Cheyney. All lectures will be held at II a.m. inbyBalboa
noon
followed
be
Park's Museum of Man and will
rs,
lunches. Series tickets are $18 for Klee Wyk -membe239$22 for nonmembers. For more information, phone
2001.
a
American Diabetes Association will benefit from
Little
"Celebrity Waiters Luncheon" April 14 at the a.m.
11:30
is
hour
l
Cocktai
America Westgate Hotel.
ntfollowed by lunch at 12:30 served by waiters represe
. Ticking San Diego sports, media, business and politics 296· /
phone
tion,
informa
ets are $37.50 each. For more
.
~
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,,,.- _...U NIVERSll"-Y-0.E_SAN DIEGO Founder"s Gallery. San Dieg o. 2_60-4682 .
An art exhibition entitled ·. Cori ta Ke_ntSerigraphs" feat ures _20 prir:~ de_p,cting
love. hope and opt1m1sm. Th ~ artis t has
eated numerous works of c:1. her most
er
·
ted on
famous one being '·LOVE. ·· cep1c
U.S. postag~_ st~p_§_. Noo ,-, to 5 P-~
weekdays. .,; ;_ -:, , ·
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~y t'RCHESTRA - The
1 University of San
Diego Symphony,
conducted by Henry Kolar, will perform
works by Haydn, Smetana and
Brahms, with pianist Nicolas Reveles,
at 4 p.m . today In the Camino Theatre,
USD for tr,e Sister Rossi .Sq__h_olarshlp
'
,. . . , £, t ....... - Concert.
'""'- ,·.J;~
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___ ...."Information Seminar on Graduate Business Programs at the Vniversity __Qf_~~-n J?iego," Thursday, "67:30 p.m., USD- University Center,
Forum A, Alcala Park. Wine and
cheese reception follows. Reservations: 260-4830.
-~ · '.1
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.UN{YERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
- THE ATE l:f"'JIB'!S·· DEPART ·
MENT,J.C1riun~ Theatre,_ USD):

The 13th-Century drama, .. Play of
Daniel," at 8 p.m. today and Satur_::....r:!ay.
.. --· ------
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,.....----~ e · USD law school's team
took se~ondplace in the annual
American Trial Lawyers Assn.
mock trial competition in Washington, D.C.; 119 teams competed.
Professor Corky Wharton coached
students S~e Melton,.,~t~\?., Hakes
and Tom Pmkc:rtan. ✓-. /~;.; ,, ,...../
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....-; The Univeigty of San Diego School qLLaw team wu.._
second place out of 119 team~--X_Q~~n_ng in t~e annua l
American Trial Lawyers Assoclatidn m0ck t:-ial competitions in Washington, D.C., this month. Team members
Sue Melton, Steve Hakes and Tom Pinkerton were
coached by law professor Richard "Corky" Wharton. _____;.
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· UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Founder's Cialfery, San Diegc . 260-4682 .
An art exhibition entitled ··corita KentSerig raphs" features 20 prints depicting
love. hope and optimism . This artist has
created numerous works of an. he r most
famous one being "LOVE," depicted on
U.S. postage sta,:nps. Noon ro 5 o.m ., ,
weekdays.
<-i 5 ')""
/
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,,...--, * Michael Navin, a professor at the U!!iversity _o! ~an
- Die o SchoQ! of Law, has been named t ~ of _~he
D~chool of Law in Pennsylvama. The Cla~eresident will assume the po~ition on Jul11. He nas
been On the faculty of the Univers;ty
, ~ ,-c. of San Diego School
_.,.,.
of Law since 1973.
o<. </ :;;-_;
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---0SD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 1

Ur."ivmsity of San Diego Sym phor. f;
_
.::onduc!ed by Henry Koia~. w,11 per,or;i ,
·norks tv '-laydn. Smetiona a'.ld
3rahms: ·,, ilh ::;ianist r-iicc!as Reve_les,
it 4 p .r.i . ~ex: Sun day lr. ihe Cammo
Theatre USD . :or :ilu Sister Ros_s,
1 ~ ) --~------Scholar~hip Concert.
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